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Virtual agent is the fundamental term in the artificial intelligence
topic, which can communicate to human. For supplying the demand
of people, virtual agent has been utilized across various aspects, in-
cluding the economy, traveling, medical and so on. Especially, a vir-
tual agent in the medical topic has attracted impressive attention of
many researchers because of the increasing demand for human health
care. Instead of meeting a doctor, people can retrieve useful informa-
tion through communication with a conversational agent. However,
making a virtual agent is one of the most difficult challenges for re-
searchers. The reason is that there are different languages between
machines and humans. Besides, the huge medical knowledge needs to
be equipped to a virtual agent for working in medical topics. To do so,
it is necessary to transfer natural language to the computer language
and teach the experience of medicine to a machine; thus, a proper
solution is to use a deep learning’s technique and an ontology to re-
spond to the question. Regarding the necessity of my dissertation,
a medical virtual agent can solve the problem of lacking well-trained
doctor in the developing countries such as Vietnam and reduce the
overload of hospitals. As a result, the quality of health care services
can also be improved.
The main objectives of this research were to solve the problem of
natural language understanding by using sentence embedding model
and an ontology as well as to classify disease based on the clinical
symptoms. This is to supports making conversations in the medical
topic.
In this dissertation, I proposed a novel deep learning-based health
decision support system for making conversation of diseases between
patients and doctors. To do so, I also introduced several systems:
intent classification, medical symptom suggestion based on ontology,
and disease classification. Through conversation, the proposed system
can respond to the related information of disease as well as predict the
possibility to have dengue disease of users. From that, the proposed
system aims at improving humans healthy and solving the problem of
lacking doctors in developing countries.
In my future research, I intend to concentrate on improving the sys-
tem to expand the ability of diseases prediction. Besides, the ability
of natural language understanding and the accuracy of disease clas-
sification are the most important. This will be great, if the system
will be published on the Internet for evaluation. Finally, a generative
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This chapter aims to introduce background and motivation so that readers could
comprehend the importance of this dissertation, which studies an approach for a
virtual agent for dengue fever decision support based on conversations and ontol-
ogy. Firstly, the existing problem will be presented in this chapter. Secondly, ben-
eficial contributions are suggested and some examples are also provided. Finally,
a summary of this chapter and the structure of this dissertation are described.
1.1 Motivation
In order to have strong health, it is important for people to have a good under-
standing of medical knowledge including information about diseases, treatments,
and preventive methods to deal with diseases. Nonetheless, ample knowledge of
medical topics is a challenge in the human health care process. Generally, there
are two primary approaches for people when they face diseases. The first one
is the traditional approach, which is meeting the doctors for health checking.
With the doctor’s attention, patients will receive the best care service as well as
helpful advice in order to recover their health. While science proves that earlier
detection is better for curing and recovering [4], there are still cases of patients
delaying checking health until their health is in danger. They are usually poor
patients with a limited financial ability or business persons with tight schedules,
who frequently ignore the clinical symptom. Furthermore, the lack of well-trained
doctors and the overloading in health services providers are also factors that cause
1
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the decrease quality of human health care. The second approach that many peo-
ple tend to do is seeking health information based on the Internet. This approach
is quite common for the above-mentioned persons. With a smart portable device
with the Internet capability, they could make a diagnosis by themselves at any
moment because of the unrestricted time and space of the Internet. However, the
results from the Internet need to be assessed carefully because there is not any
guaranty for the accuracy of the answers. Without great judgment ability, it is
difficult to separate diseases with the same symptoms.
Despite the drawbacks of the approach in using the Internet, it is argued that
this approach gives people a good way of checking health. Therefore, there has
been an increase in people using the Internet as the decision support system for
checking their health. As a statistic, there were 58% of Internet users had used
the Internet to search for health information [5] in 2011, and this number had
risen to 80.2% on the FDA wave of Health Information National Trend Survey
(HINTS) in 2017 [1]. The rapid increase in the percentage of seeking health
information on humans is due to the emergence of new serious diseases in the
century. For instance, a crisis disease named Severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) occurred in 2002 caused 8422 cases with 916 deaths over the world,
officially notified by Ministries of health [6]. After several years, this disease
has been grown to a novel kind named COVID-19, which has caused significant
damage to the whole world in 2020. According to the statistic, about 8 million
cases with more than 400 thousand deaths by COVID-19 had been recorded after
a few months from the date of break [7]. From those results, finding solutions for
the provision of medical knowledge to humans is necessary.
To meet the demand for seeking health information from people, a health de-
cision support system could be considered as a solution. Compared to the other
Internet-based methods such as using a search engine system or medical forums,
the advantage of this method is that the answer could be responded as quickly
and accurately as they are meeting doctors. Indeed, there is confusion for people
when they use a search engine system because the mechanism in this system is
finding the website which includes keywords in the input question. Meanwhile,
although the accuracy of answers in medical forums is higher, those replies take
a lot of time, sometimes the questions are never responded. Therefore, many
researchers attempt to construct a virtual agent for health decision support in
order to answer the requests of people. In general, the health decision support
2
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In the past 12 months, have you done the following things while using the
Internet? Looked for health or medical information for yourself?
2003-2017, Estimated Population
Figure 1.1: Survey on seeking medical information in the Internet [1]
system comprises of two major tasks: information collection and response gener-
ation. The first task is responsible for receiving input and extracting meaningful
information including intents and symptoms of patients, whereas, the second one
is for making a diagnosis based on these symptoms from the first task. For an
efficient health decision support system, all useful information related to a pa-
tients health needs to be automatically collected for solving the lack of doctors,
and a diagnosis should be made with high accuracy. Accordingly, in order to
automatically collect all information from a patient, the following requirements
should be met: understanding natural language for intent detection, and hav-
ing knowledge of medicine to ask the equivalent information with diseases from
patients. Likewise, the requirement of making health decision ability is needed
in order to make a diagnosis. Motivated by these challenges, a new language
model based on sentence embedding to represent sentences, and a new method
to classify patients with the disease have been proposed in the research presented
in this dissertation.
3
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1.2 Challenges in health decision support sys-
tem
A typical health decision support (HDS) system consists of data collection and
disease modeling components as shown in Fig 1.2. The data collection component
is responsible for interacting with patients to get the symptoms. The modeling
component includes models of diseases that could indicate the state of patients
based on the necessary symptoms received from data collection component.

















Figure 1.2: A conceptual model of a typical Health Decision Support System
In the data collection component, there are two methods that could be used to
collect symptoms of patients (e.g. fever, vomiting, and so on). Firstly, the manual
method is that the data collection is done manually by the regular checkup with
doctors. Secondly, the automatic one is that patients could interact with the HDS
system and submit their information by themselves. In the first method, there
is a problem of lacking health care workers which causes overload in hospitals,
thereby patients often have to wait in the long queues for their examination.
With the second method, the problem of overload is solved but there is difficulty
4
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in designing a good enough interface in order to interact with humans for data
collection. Theoretically, there are two approaches for designing interface: rule-
based and Artificial intelligent (AI)-based[8].
• The rule-based approach consists of prepared scenarios, and patients sub-
mit their necessary symptoms to the system through filling to the fixed
application forms. This approach ensures that the information of patients
is correctly gathered; however, it has a drawback of scalability when col-
lecting information for many diseases. Specifically, different forms have to
be designed for each disease respectively which causes a problem to system
development. Furthermore, selecting the appropriate forms is an impossible
task for patients with lacking medical knowledge.
• The AI-based approach attempt to make a virtual agent which can under-
stand the intent of human through the conversations. Without depending
on the prepared scenarios from imitating human behaviors in a medical
checkup, a virtual agent is unrestricted in symptoms collection of various
diseases. However, building a virtual agent in medical topics is not easy
because of not only the difference of language between humans and ma-
chines but also the ample knowledge of medicine. To be more specific, a
virtual agent should extract the semantics including the semantic of every
vocabulary term within the context of document. Moreover, to get the all
necessary symptoms for making a diagnosis, a virtual agent needs to make
a list of candidates of diseases based on the provided information. During
the conversation, this list will subside until the symptoms are sufficient for
diagnosis. To do so, a virtual agent should be equipped with the knowledge
of disease and its symptoms. Those above problems lead to the need for
a solution of combining natural language understanding and knowledge of
medicine.
In the disease modeling component, the diagnosis results of a patient are achieved
through a function that maps the input to the output. Regarding the con-
struction of function, disease modeling should be separated into two approaches:
knowledge-based and non-knowledge-based. In the first approach, a decision tree
could be built based on the rule for disease detection. For instance, patients
with symptoms such as fever, vomiting, and skin bleeding could have dengue
disease, but without fever symptoms, it is guaranteed that they do not have
5
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dengue fever. This approach is understandable and proven to be extremely effec-
tive in several specific cases whenever the difference between disease is obvious.
Unfortunately, most diseases are difficult to be identified due to the overlap of
symptoms between them. In fact, doctors must also refer to many symptoms and
their experience in examination and treatment for making a diagnose. Secondly,
the non-knowledge-based approach issue represents the situation in which the
probability of one class (e.g., healthy patients) is significantly higher than the
other class (e.g., ill patients). In this approach, the dependent on the training
data of the classification methods is large because of the mechanism of training.
Real-life experiments show that the accuracy of the non-knowledge-based meth-
ods is great if one possesses good training data. However, real-life data often
includes noise and redundant attributes which cause a decrease in the accuracy
of classification. Considering the importance of diagnosis to humans, improving
the accuracy of the classification disease is necessary because the wrong results
will have unpredictable consequences.
In order to construct a virtual agent in the medical topic for health deci-
sion support, I introduced a design of the virtual agent following the AI-based
approach as shown in Figure 1.3. Specifically, in natural language understand-
ing(NLU) component, the input sentence of patients will be transformed to the
intent by a comparison between input and the predefined sentences, and the entity
of symptoms is simply extracted by a dictionary in medical. After that, in or-
der to require more information of other symptoms from patients, the suggestion
symptoms component generates the necessary symptoms based on the output of
NLU component. This processes are looped until all essential symptoms is col-
lected enough and moving to the making a diagnosis by the last component. For
more detail, the components of the virtual agent, which are NLU, symptoms sug-
gestion, and disease classification are in turn to expressed in Section 1.3, Section
1.4 and Section 1.5, respectively.
1.3 Natural language understanding for intent
detection and entity extraction
As stated above, intent detection based on natural language understanding can
improve the ability of machine in data collection. Specifically, the semantic mean-
6





Figure 1.3: The architecture of a conversation-based virtual agent for diseases
decision support
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ing of sentences is considered as a factor to support the machine for intent de-
tection. Therefore, the new model to extract the semantics of sentences was
constructed in this research.
Natural language processing is a challenge in the field of artificial intelligence.
Various topics such as part of speech (POS) tagging [9], named-entity recogni-
tion (NER) [10], and semantic similarity are being researched to find ways for
communication between humans and machines. In order to detect the intents
of humans, a comparison of semantics between input and prepared sentences is
considered as a good solution because of the scalability of this method. Through
the distribution of representation of sentences, a value of semantic similarity can
be calculated by cosine distance between them. A famous idea in natural lan-
guage understanding is a probabilistic-based neural-net language model to help
machines learn a distributed representation for words. However, linguistic anal-
ysis of vocabulary terms might not be enough for a machine to correctly apply
learned knowledge. To succeed in learning human language, a machine must un-
derstand further, the semantics of every vocabulary term within the context of
the documents. By comparing the semantic of sentences, a machine could sat-
isfy the expectation of humans for the task of intent detection. The accuracy
of finding similar semantic sentences is fundamental for evaluating the machine’s
ability to detect intent. A series of experiments were conducted to confirm the
ability of intent detection based on the calculated semantic similarity sentences.
The experimental results demonstrated that using the context embedding-based
method could achieve favorable results.
1.4 Symptom suggestion based on conversation
and ontology
During the medical checkup, doctors have to request more symptoms from pa-
tients in order to support the process of making a diagnosis. This process requires
doctors to have a medical knowledge for understanding what symptoms need to be
detected. For software programs, subsequent symptoms could be detected based
on the rules; however, this still has disadvantages because the diseases have too
many symptoms and some of them may overlap, which makes an obstacle in sys-
tem development. Ontology, which is a semantic database which could describe
8
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the relationship between symptoms and diseases could overcome this obstacle.
By simulating the process of medical checkup, an ontology-based method auto-
matically detects the necessary symptoms in the conversation, which is proposed
in the dissertation. By applying a neural network into the ontology database, the
system can detect symptoms in conversations and predict the required subsequent
symptoms.
1.5 Subspaces-based hidden features for Dengue
classification
In terms of the medical aspect, the accuracy in making diagnoses of the decision
support system is one of the important factors. All inaccurate results can have
unintended consequences. With the goal of automatically making diagnoses for
patients, the decision support system needs to achieve the diagnostic accuracy
thresholds. This depends not only on the classification algorithms but also on
the training data because of the existence of noise and redundant attributes in
the data.
In order to improve the efficiency of disease classification, a model to eliminate
redundant attributes as well as to find the relationship between attributes in
the data is proposed. From experimental results, the model proved that hidden
features corresponding to the correlation of attributes could improve the accuracy
of disease classification.
1.6 Limitation
The subject of study for this dissertation is a virtual agent in the medical topic.
The focus of this study is to improve the interface between humans and machines.
However, the proposed methods were validated in the scenario of an experimental
setup with a small dataset only. The scenario of a huge data set can improve the
quality of the sentence embedded, which has not been investigated.
In addition, due to the fact that there are numerous diseases in the medical
topic(e.g. dengue, cancer, diabetes), our proposals were initially investigated in
dengue fever only.
9
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As mentioned in the previous section, our research also concentrated on au-
tomatic suggestion of the necessary symptoms. In the research, the collaborative
approach using deep learning techniques and ontology was performed. However,
the lack of information in associated with a combination of diseases ontology and
symptoms ontology is another limitation in the scope of our work.
1.7 Contributions and Thesis Organization
In order to resolve the aforementioned difficulties in building a virtual agent for
health decision support, a series of proposals related to understanding language
processing and disease classification should be employed. The main contributions
of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
1. The novel model to transform natural language into computer under-
standable language was proposed for making a conversation between humans and
machines. By converting sentences to embedded vectors, the cosine similarity
between sentences was determined for their semantic similarity calculation. By
applying the pre-trained model to compare input sentences with fixed sentences
in the database, thus, intents of the input sentence were identified in order to
support the machine to understand the requirements of humans.
2. An approach for symptom suggestion based on conversations was proposed
by taking into account the combination of deep learning techniques and ontology.
More concretely, a hypothesis of applying neural network to ontology was in-
troduced, which suggests the next necessary symptom be submitted by humans.
Thereby, the symptoms of humans are collected and then applied in the data
analyzing phase. As a result, by combining with the model mentioned above, the
process of data collection has human-likes behaviors.
3. A model for classification diseases was proposed in modeling components
for making a diagnosis. In this model, the hidden features are found based on
clustering which improved the accuracy of disease classification. As a result,
compared to the approach which normally used classification techniques, this
proposed approach not only improved the accuracy of classification but also saved
the computation time.
The organization of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.4 and described as
follows:
10
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Chapter 1: Introduction. The motivation and background of this research
were described in this chapter. In addition, the research overview and research
limitations were also presented. The primary contributions of this research were
also concretely summarized in this chapter.
A literature review and background knowledge are provided in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3, respectively. The issues related to two data collection and model-
ing are thoroughly resolved in detail from Chapter 4 to Chapter 6. Chapter 7
discusses, Chapter 8 concretely concludes the work and figures out future work
direction.
Chapter 2: Literature review. In this chapter, I discuss previous researches
related to the topics of this dissertation.
Chapter 3: Background. This chapter provides a wide range of background
knowledge related to natural language understanding, a virtual agent and disease
classification. In this chapter, the mechanism of a virtual agent will be initially
expressed, followed by a definition of a virtual agent. Furthermore, the common
disease classification model based on machine learning approach is also discussed.
Chapter 4: Calculation of semantic similarity sentences for intent detection.
This chapter proposes a method of intent detection based on conversations. The
intent of sentences was identified by the comparison of semantic similarity with
prepared sentences. Before that, the context-based sentence embedding (CSE)
model which is a novel model of representation of sentences, is presented.
Chapter 5: Symptom suggestion based on conversation and ontology for med-
ical examination. This chapter proposes a new method to suggest the necessary
symptoms to make a diagnosis. The proposed approach is to combine deep learn-
ing technique and ontology in order to establish a topic map function expressing
the relation between input symptoms and subsequence appropriate symptoms.
Chapter 6: Dengue classification based on the clinical symptom. This chapter
proposes a new method to separate the patients in dengue classification. In
this chapter, a review on the methods in dengue classification and the proposed
method were clearly presented. The issues of accuracy and computation cost
demand a dimension reduction and finding meaningful hidden features from data.
Chapter 7: Discussion. This chapter discusses the work investigated and
solutions proposed in this dissertation. Advantages as well as the remaining
11
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issues will be summarized.
Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work. This chapter concludes the disserta-
tion by which advantages as well as remained difficulties were discussed. Finally,
research directions of great interest for the future work were figured out.
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In the previous chapter, I described the introduction of this dissertation to de-
scribe what motivation of this research was and explain what problems were
herein addressed, including this researchs objectives and contributions. This
chapter aims to provide an idea of the state of art of the corresponding areas. I
will review the existing works and thoroughly discuss their solution and problems.
Corresponding to the stated challenges, this chapter is organized into four parts:
medical agents, intent detection, symptoms suggestion, and disease classification
for making a virtual agent in the medical topics.
2.1 Medical agents
A medical agent is a software program, which can perform a diagnosis and provide
the treatment based on the provided symptom. The outstanding advantage of
medical agent is the ability to immediately connect patients and doctors through
the Internet connection. Hence, people can restrict access to hospitals, while early
identification of major diseases can be still performed. Due to these benefits,
medical agents have been implemented not only in the laboratories but also in
the medical industry to provide higher-quality health services. In this section, I
review some medical agents from scientific papers found by looking for “medical
agents”, “health care”, “clinical”, “chatbot”, “survey”, and a combination of
these terms.
Basically, a medical agent comprised of two primary components: a conver-
sation agent and a diagnostic agent corresponding to the tasks of information
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exchange and diagnosis, respectively.
• To perform the diagnostic agent, there are many machine learning algo-
rithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11], Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN), Random forest [12], [13] were already applied to classify dis-
ease, for example, heart detection, cancer detection, dengue classification,
and so on. Depending on the specific dataset of disease, classification algo-
rithms will be selected to achieve the highest accuracy.
• To perform the conversation agent, there are two approaches: rule-based
and Artificial Intelligence(AI)-based as I mentioned in Chapter 1. In the
first approach, researchers [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] usually utilized the Artifi-
cial intelligence markup language (AIML) [19], [20] to create conversational
flows for the bot. In the second one, the AI-based agent [21] is designed by
many researchers [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] to detect the intent based
on the techniques of natural language understanding (NLU), then respond
based on the knowledge database.
In general, medical agents in the above papers share the same workflow where
the intent firstly needs to be detected, then activities such as requesting additional
information or making a diagnosis are controlled by the code component as shown
in Figure 2.1. Here, the code component is works as the navigator to call the
extender APIs of medical agents based on the intents. From that, the output
is generated and respond to humans. However, the template in Figure 2.1 is
too simple for comparison between medical agents because the functions are only
abstract.
Figure 2.1: The general workflow of medical agents
Therefore, in this dissertation, I proposed a new template for medical agents as
shown in Figure 1.3. Especially, different from the previous systems, the proposed
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medical agent aims to work with not only a specific disease but also with all
diseases. To do that, the proposed system has an additional component to control
the input symptoms and suggest the necessary subsequent symptoms as shown
in Chapter 1. With the specific criteria corresponding to the important tasks
of medical examination, the judgment of medical agents is easier by comparing
the efficiency of tasks between agents. Moreover, the proposed medical agent
also introduces a framework that includes new methods for increasing efficiency
of intent detection, symptom suggestion, and disease classification in order to
improve the performance of the whole system. Concretely, the mechanisms of
components in the proposed system are as follows.
• Intent detection based on comparison of semantic similarity between sen-
tences instead of pattern matching.
• Symptom suggestion component supports to work with all disease instead
of only a specific disease.
• Disease classification based on machine learning algorithms as the previous
systems. However, a new model is introduced to improve the accuracy of
diagnosis.
2.2 Intent detection
Intent detection is a principle method to support humans in understanding and
exchange information with each other. Typically, there are many ways to de-
scribe an intent, which depends on a model language. Hence, a model language
is essential and play an integral role in numerous applications in natural language
processing. As the heart of the application, a model language usually helps the
machine understand and carry out the requirement of human. Specifically, for
solving the different languages between human and machine, this model is an
intermediary to transforms human language into the information understandable
for machine and vice versa. In the last decade, with the advent of strong calcu-
lating devices, there are many existing methods [3], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33],
[34], [35],[36], that acquired impressive achievements. These methods often rep-
resent words, sentences based on the embedding vector to capture their semantic
17
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and syntax. Therefore, by computing of the combination of vector, machines can
find out a representation of intent of humans.
• One of the first popular approaches in word embedding is Word2vec [3]
which aims to compute the semantic relationship of adjacent words within a
sentence. This approach relied on either Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW)
architecture which uses the bag-of-words context to predict a target word
or Skip-gram architecture which predicts the context word based on a given
target word.
• Another approach similar to Word2vec is Glove [28], which also uses a
context window to simulate word representation. The difference between
them is the way of using the context of words. While Word2vec uses context
window to make a training set for neural network, Glove utilizes it to create
a co-occurrence matrix. In terms of this aspect, Glove might be more
comprehensive than Word2vec because it computes based on all dataset,
instead of only the context word in Word2vec. However, both models have
the drawback in out of vocabulary problem.
• This is one reason why FastText [29] is introduced by Facebook. They
suggested a method which divided words into n-gram and training based
on these tokens. For instance, the word apple will transform to app, ppl
and ple. Thus, this model works well for the rare words and solves the
about out of vocabulary problem.
Although word embedding operates well in some tasks, it still has a few issues
when performing with sentences. Hence, another research direction was pro-
posed using sentence embedding to learn language representation. Based on
auto-encoder architecture, some models attempt to represent sentence by su-
pervised or unsupervised learning. A major advantage of this research direction
is keeping the order of word in the sentence.
• First of all, Skip-Thought Vector [34][35] model includes a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) to map words to sentence vector in the encoder and two
RNNs generate the surrounding sentences (previous and next sentence) in
the decoder. A major advantage of Skip-Thought and other models in
sentence embedding approach compared to word embedding is the order of
word in the sentence.
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• After Skip-Thought, InferSent a recent approach in sentence embedding has
been introduced by Facebook [32] with the same ideology about the rep-
resentation of sentences. The large difference between the two approaches
is that InferSent was a supervised learning approach, instead of unsuper-
vised learning as Skip-Thought. They applied a BiLSTM model [37] to a
labeled dataset to predict entailment/contradiction. This approach proves
its efficiency with much better results on various tasks than other meth-
ods. However, a disadvantage of this approach is the requirement of the
high-quality labeled dataset for training. The author used Stanford Nat-
ural Language Inference(SNLI) dataset [38] which includes 570k pair of
sentences in English to build the semantic sentence.
• Finally, the latest proposed approach recently is Universal Sentence Encoder
(USE) [33] which was provided by Google. Like InferSent, this approach also
trains on the SNLI dataset but integrated with the unsupervised learning
tasks in two different encoders for making sentence representation. The
first one is the Transformer-based encoder model which required a high
computational resource and got a better accuracy. In which, Transformer
[39] is a novel architecture which uses only attention mechanism, instead
of a Recurrent neural network. The second one is Deep averaging network
(DAN) which utilizes a mechanism where words and n-gram are averaged
as the input in a deep neural network.
Although the above approaches highly successfully performed the represen-
tation of sentences, there is a major issue in these models: the missing of the
influence of context of the sentence. For example, machines cannot select the
meaning between two sentences in Table 2.1 if missing the helpful information of
the previous sentence. Therefore, we propose a novel approach which covers the
sentence and its context for the best performing sentence.
2.3 Symptom suggestion
My focus is to suggest the essential symptoms based on the input symptom. This
is an important task in medical examinations between doctors and patients. In
order to construct a symptoms suggestion system, there are two primary issues
need to be taken into account.
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Table 2.1: The influence of the previous sentence to the current sentence.





I saw a man in
the building with
a telescope.
There was a man in the
building, and I saw him
with my telescope.
I came to my of-
fice.
I saw a man in
the building with
a telescope.
There was a man in the
building, who I saw and
he had a telescope.
• A reliable source of medical knowledge structure for healthcare, including
medical standardized vocabularies in an appropriate design structure.
• A method to effectively exploit the relationship of entities in the database,
which supports the machine to determine the situation of a patient with
symptoms, thereby, make a suggestion of the required symptoms.
In the first issue, databases are always an integral part of all applications. Es-
pecially, in medical applications, knowledge structures for healthcare are studied
which provides a solution to many health care challenge of the 21st century. Typ-
ically, a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) [40] such as Server
SQL Management Studio (SSMS) [41] or MySQL [42] is a primary method to
control information for many areas. However, medical knowledge representation
requires the use of standardized vocabularies to ensure both shared understanding
between people and interoperability between information systems [43]. Therefore,
many researchers utilized an ontology for the representation of medical knowl-
edge [44]. Specifically, an ontology of human disease (DOID) is introduced by
Schriml el at. [45] to perform the knowledge about human disease. This ontol-
ogy includes specific formal semantic rules to express meaningful disease models,
thereby additionally providing the related information of the disease. Similarly,
another ontology of symptoms (SYMP) is also introduced to describe symptoms
and their relations. In the health decision support system, the relationship be-
tween disease and symptoms play an important role. To provide this knowledge,
a combination of DOID and SYMP, which is an ontology has been developed by




In the second issue, the problem is supporting machine to understand these
knowledge. In order to suggest the essential symptoms based on the input symp-
toms, a method following rule-based approach is frequently used with the role
definition is manually defined by humans. In a small database, this approach is
extremely efficient under the control of experts in designing the policies of rela-
tionships among entities. However, the scalability of the database which can be
an obstacle for methods in this approach. Due to the manual designing policies
in a database, there is an increase in complexity when we want to apply in a
large system. Therefore, another method based on queries to a database which
is frequently used. This method is to exploit the relations between entities of se-
mantic databases such as an ontology for finding the highest probability disease,
then suggest a symptom in this disease. However, this method has a disadvantage
about weights between diseases and symptoms which can be determined as the
probability of having diseases if they have symptoms. Specifically, assume that
the given input symptoms include S1 and S2 where S1 is a symptom of disease
D1 and S2 belongs to D2, the outcome is undefined because of the equivalent
probability between these diseases.
Therefore, I proposed a new method which covers the weight of relationship
between diseases and symptoms to suggest the necessary subsequent symptom
based on the input symptom. For definition, weight can be considered as a
probability of having disease with the input symptoms. Based on a comparison
of weights between candidate diseases, the efficient of the proposed method is
better than previous methods.
2.4 Disease classification
In recent years, machine learning played an important role in medical data anal-
ysis for improving the quality of treatment to patients. There are many serious
infectious diseases which were detected by the algorithms in Machine learning. In
the last two decades, cancer, diabetes, liver, hepatitis and dengue are five popular
diseases which have attracted a lot of attention from researchers. Based on the
clinical symptoms and the information of data, the researchers have utilized the
classification techniques to separate the patients and healthy people in place of
doctors. In terms of the result, the output of the classification algorithms is the
binary value which represents the state of patients with diseases (0 = False, 1
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= True). The common algorithms are Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Nave
Bayes, Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree,
and Random Forest. However, ANN is used less than other traditional algo-
rithms because this algorithm frequently requires huge data in order to get high
accuracy. Meanwhile, the data of patients are usually manually stored as hard
copies and the cost of digital converting is also expensive. Therefore, the model
with other traditional algorithms are often used to predict the problem of disease
classification with clinical symptoms.
For example, in order to detect heart disease [48],[49],[50], [51], Otoom et al.
[49] introduced a system for Coronary artery disease detection and monitor. With
the Cleveland heart dataset [52] from UCI Machine Learning Repository, they
made an experiment with three algorithms Bayes Net, Support Vector Machine
and Functional Tree to optimize the classification of disease. The best result in
their experiment is the accuracy of 88.3% by SVM method.
In diabetes classification [53], [54], [55], [56], Iyer et al. [54] made an exper-
iment with Pima Indians Diabetes Database of National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Disease. In their experiment, Decision Tree and Nave
Bayes algorithms were applied to predict the state of patients with diabetes. They
achieved 79.5652% correctness by Nave Bayes algorithm.
For liver disease, Vijayarani and Dhayanand [57] utilized Support Vector Ma-
chine and Nave Bayes for classification. Indian Liver Patient Dataset(ILPD) data
set is obtained from UCI. Dataset comprises of 560 instances and 10 attributes.
They utilized Matlab to implement Nave Bayes and SVM for liver disease pre-
diction.
Ba-Alwi and Hintaya [58] utilized many data mining algorithms to predict
hepatitis disease. The comparison among Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes updatable,
FT Tree, K Star, J48, LMT, and Neural Network in hepatitis classification is
performed by the Weka tool [59]. In the experiment, Support Vector Machine
algorithm achieved the best result.
In dengue classification [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], there are many
researchers attempt to apply the traditional algorithms for detecting the patients
with dengue. For example, a logistic regression algorithm is utilized by Tuan et
al. [61] on the data of 5726 children within 72 hours of fever onset to distinguish
patients with dengue illness. This dataset includes 35 attributes/features. 19
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features are used out of 35 features. Weka tool was also used for detection. The
result of this paper demonstrates the efficiency of statistical methods as a tool for
doctors in dengue diagnosis. Thus, the quality of treatment for dengue patients
was improved.
Besides, another study by Tanner et al. [62] conducted an experiment using a
decision tree algorithm on the data of 1200 patients with fever for the first three
days to distinguish patients with dengue illness. In their experiment, compared
to the logistic regression algorithm, the decision tree algorithm had the advantage
in handling missing values which are commonly encountered in clinical studies.
However, the previous studies often disregard the influence of processing of
feature extraction which is one of the important factors to improve the accuracy
of classification algorithms. Therefore, we propose a novel approach which aims
to find the hidden subspaces for increasing the accuracy of dengue classification.
This approach based on the reality of making a diagnosis from doctors. They are
not required to investigate all symptoms to make a diagnosis. Instead, they can
make a precise diagnosis based on only several crucial symptoms. By successful







Chapter 2 mentioned the related works and their problems for the corresponding
areas of making a virtual agent. In this chapter, I provide a background of a
virtual agent and how to build a virtual agent for health decision support, which
consolidates knowledge of the subsequent chapters.
3.1 Overview of a virtual agent
3.1.1 Definition of virtual agent
In recent years, virtual agent development has attracted a lot of attention from
service providers. Many virtual agents such as ELIZA [67], ALICE [68], IBM
WATSON [69], SIRI, GOOGLE assistant, etc.. have been introduced to auto-
matically respond to people like a normal human being. Therefore, the term
“virtual agent” has become popular in human-life. In my point of view, the con-
cept of a virtual agent or chatbot in computer science is the fundamental term to
describe a software program that is able to communicate with people via textual
content or other methods. These programs can automatically respond based on
the specific situation without the human factor, thereby improving the quality of
services. From those operations, a virtual agent can deliver a number of benefits
including the ability to:
• Expand to round-the-cloud automated service for customers, as well as
employees, without having to hire full-time workers.
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• Respond more quickly and more consistently to customer inquiries or em-
ployee requests by scaling the virtual agents to meet anticipated needs.
• Better compliance with standards as virtual agents follow only programmed
set of actions.
3.1.2 Types of virtual agents
There are several criteria of virtual agents categories. In this subsection, two
primary methods to categorize virtual agents are expressed in order to support
the reader to comprehend my virtual agent in details.
• Firstly, I will clarify the classification of virtual agents based on the domain.
Virtual agents are implemented in a specific domain such as commercial,
customer service, or health care decisions. With these systems, the allow-
able requirements are related to a certain topic, and the outside requests
will be ignored. The advantage of virtual agents in this category is that the
quality of responses is frequently favorable. In contrast, the second cate-
gory is the open domain which includes the virtual agents with the ability
to respond to unrestricted requirements. This means that a machine can
make a conversation with humans on many topics.
• Secondly, the second category method separates the virtual agents based on
the context, which divides virtual agents into single-turn and multi-turn.
The single-turn virtual agent is the question and answer system, which
is able to reply only to a request and is not capable of remembering the
information of conversation. Meanwhile, the second category consists of
virtual agents allowed to make a multi-turn conversation as human-like.
3.1.3 Architecture of virtual agents
Generally, the architecture of a virtual agent is usually comprised of three primary
components: Natural Language Understanding (NLU), Dialogue Management
(DM), and Natural Language Generation [2] as shown in Figure 3.1. Besides,
there are several additional components such as Speech Recognition (SR) in order
to provide the methods to communicate with humans.
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of a virtual agent [2]
3.1.3.1 Natural language understanding
Natural Language Understanding is one of the most important components of a
virtual agent, which is responsible for detecting the intent of humans and infor-
mation extraction. Figure 3.2 and 3.3 show a process to extract the meaningful
information from the input of humans.
Figure 3.2: The processing of information extraction in Natural Language Un-
derstanding(NLU)
• At the first step, a process of detecting domain will assist the machine with
shrinking the scope of sentences, thereby, supporting subsequent processes.
• The intent is a requirement of users, which is sent to a virtual agent by a
sentence or speech. From that, intent detection is a process of classification
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among an input sentence with several predefined sentences. For example,
the input of the user is “I have a fever”, which indicates that they have a
symptom of the disease.
• The second meaningful information, which needs to be extracted from the
input of humans is the entities. To collect the necessary symptoms for
making a diagnosis, the fever symptom in a sentence “I have a fever” needs
to be extracted for supporting a response.
I have a fever
Intent classification
Vectorization











Figure 3.3: The processing of information extraction in NLU
3.1.3.2 Dialogue management
In the multi-turn conversation, a virtual agent is required to remember the con-
text of a conversation, and manage the dialogue states. Therefore, a dialogue
management component is designed that is responsible for the smoothness of
information exchange between humans and machines. This is because the sub-
sequent dialogue state depends on the previous dialogue states. For example, a
virtual agent in medical topic will make a requirement for a necessary symptoms,
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which have not been provided by patients. Concretely, a dialogue management
component has one of the following rules:
• Receiving the input from natural language understanding component.
• Managing the dialogue states and a dialogue context.
• Transforming the request to the natural language generation component.
3.1.3.3 Natural language generation
Natural language generation is a component which makes a response to humans.
The mechanism in this component is a mapping function between the action of
dialogue management component and natural sentence. An action of symptoms
description and other actions will be replied by the different sentences.
3.1.4 Approaches of construction of virtual agents
Generally, to build the virtual agents, there are two primary approaches: rule-
based and neural network-based. The responses in the first approach are usually
better because they are manually pre-defined by human. However, the cost of
building rule and the poor scalability of rule-based approach are the regrettable
disadvantage of itself. In contrast to the first approach, with the advancement
of artificial intelligent, machine learning and deep learning, the neural network-
based approach has better scalability because a virtual agents can learn by itself.
Based on the unstructured conversation dataset, the neural network-based virtual
agents system can learn to detect intents, entity of the utterance and make the
response.
3.1.5 The effect of a virtual agent in the medical topics
Nowadays, diseases have a major impact on human life because of their widespread-
ness. With the simple transformation of viruses, the number of patients with dis-
eases has increased rapidly, which frequently causes overload to medical service
providers. This causes the problem that doctors often have to treat many patients
at the same time within a high-pressure environment, which is one of the reasons
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for the mistake in making a diagnosis. Meanwhile, software systems are capable
of automatically repeating operations under human control. To share work with
doctors, many software systems were built as the assistance tool for increasing
the quality of health care services. Specifically, the application in medical topics
such as health decisions, or a virtual agent in health decision support has been
introduced in recent years, which is a major contribution to reducing the work of
doctors.
3.2 A model language based on neural network
The important of a model language were mentioned in Chapter 2, which supports
machine to solve the problems in natural language processing. For more clearly,
this section investigates the background knowledge related to the classic model
based on Encoder-Decoder architecture namely Sequence to Sequence (seq2seq)
[70], [71] and the operation principle of Recurrent Neural Network(RNN).
3.2.1 Recurrent Neural Network
To solve the limitation of the traditional neural network, Recurrent neural net-
work(RNN) is introduced with the core idea similar to human thinking [72].
Basically, human thinking always starts with a memory point. For example,
in order to comprehend a paragraph, people must understand the words of the
paragraph, which means that there is a memory of words to support the task of
the paragraph understanding. Similarly, people have misunderstand the specific
scenarios in the movies until they get the previous scenarios.
Figure 3.4 depicts the operation principle of RNN. While processing, the pre-
vious hidden state is moving to the next step of sequence with a role as a neural
network memory, which supports the previous data to be retained. To generate
the new hidden state h1, a combination of previous hidden state h0 and current
input x1 has to go through a tanh function to ensure the value in the range [-1, 1].
Without this process, some value can be exploded after several transformations,
which causes other values to be insignificant.
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Figure 3.4: The structure of Recurrent Neural Network(RNN).
3.2.2 Sequence to Sequence model
Sequence to sequence (seq2seq) [70], [71] model is a classic model of deep learning
and achieved many impressive achievements such as: machine translation, text
summarization, image caption, and so on. Typically, the input of seq2seq model
is a sequence of words, characters and output is another sequence. Generally,
seq2seq model consists of two main components: encoder and decoder as shown
in Figure 3.2.
• Encoder: Processing each item in the input sequence, then compiling the
obtained information to form a vector context.
• Decoder: After processing the entire input sequence, the encoder will send
the context vector to the decoder for processing, the decoder will generate
an output.
To transform input to the context vector, there are two steps in encoder.
• Firstly, words have to be converted to vectors by techniques of word em-
bedding.
• Second, these embedding vectors are processed by RNN to generate the
context vector.
In decoder, the architecture is similar to encoder, except for only the last
layer, which is a softmax function [73], [74] to map the appreciate words.
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Figure 3.5: Encoder-Decoder architecture (Seq2seq model).
3.3 Ontology
3.3.1 Definition of ontology
In recent years, the term “ontology” has not only been used in laboratories in the
field of artificial intelligence but also become popular in many areas of life. From
the standpoint of the artificial intelligence industry, an ontology is a description
of the concepts and the relationships of those concepts that aim to show a view
of the world. In other applied domains of science, an ontology consists of a set of
standardized vocabularies or resources of a specific domain, so that researchers
can control and exchange knowledge between each other in the most convenient
way.
Currently, there are several different definitions of ontology by many re-
searchers such as Gruber [75], Zhong [76], and Sarunya [77]. In this section,
I focus on a definition of medical ontology: Ontology is the expression of a set
of concepts (objects), in a specific domain (medical) and the relationships be-
tween these concepts. Ontology is a compilation of standardizing vocabularies
and describes its meaning in an understandable way for machines.
3.3.2 The relationship between symptoms in disease
The relationship between symptoms is one of the reasons that causes extensive
medical knowledge. In an ontology, there are many relationships to determine the
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correspondence between symptoms. This supports doctors to detect the necessary
symptom, which is required for making a diagnosis. A basic relation in ontology
of disease and symptoms is ‘has symptom’, which can be expressed as in Figure
3.6. From the observation, disease DOID 2355 has seven symptoms, which means
the patients are likely to have this disease if they have one of these symptoms.
Therefore, a request of SYMP 0000610 could be suggested in the case of a pa-
tient having all six symptoms SYMP 0000510, SYMP 0000530, SYMP 0019153,
SYMP 0000504, SYMP 0019177, SYMP 0000576
Figure 3.6: Anemia (DOID2355) ISA hierarchy and has symptom relations to its
symptoms classes as shown by OntoGraph tab in Protg
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3.4 Disease classification mechanism of machine
learning algorithms
3.4.1 Machine learning
In recent years, machine learning is the popular term with an explosion of technol-
ogy over the world. There are many problems which were solved by the methods
in machine learning such as: automated car, imaging prediction or disease clas-
sification. To define the methods in machine learning, this could be a statistical
model to generalize the features in training data in order to predict the unknown
data. In general, the model in machine learning will be expressed as Figure 3.7.
This includes two phases: the training phase and the testing phase. This pro-
cess is to ensure that the model could work well in the practice. In the model,
there are two important parts, which are feature extraction and main algorithm
to represent and separate the points of data, respectively.
Figure 3.7: The procedure of model in Machine learning
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3.4.2 Feature extraction
The main purpose of feature extraction is to transform raw data to suitable data
for a specific purpose. The reason is that raw data often includes noise and irrele-
vant attributes. Hence, removing noise and irrelevant attributes can improve the
efficiency of statical models and decrease the computational cost. In the dengue
classification task, the raw training input is the clinical symptom of patients and
the output is the suitable values for classifying the dengue patients. For exam-
ple, if the raw input includes too many attributes, the output could be the data
without the irrelevant attributes for dengue classification such as gender or name.
Regarding the dimension reduction task, there are two main direct approaches:
feature transformation and feature selection. In the former approach, by creating
combinations of the original attributes, feature transformation techniques [78]
summarize a dataset in fewer dimensions. In the latter approach, only the most
relevant dimensions from the dataset are selected to reduce dimension by feature
selection techniques[79].
3.4.3 Classification algorithms
Classification algorithms are techniques to divide data into categories based on
the training example input-output pairs. By optimizing the probability of error
lost between prediction and target, the model can learn a function to map an
input to output. For example, the square and triangle in Figure 3.8 represent the
labeled patients in training data. Using the algorithm in machine learning, we
can draw the line which separates patients into two categories such as patients
with dengue and healthy people. After the training phase, we labeled the circle
which is the non-labeled patients base on their flatness. According to the type
of data of these techniques, classification algorithms can be separated into two
categories: supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
• In a supervised learning model, the algorithm learns based on a labeled
dataset, providing an answer key that the algorithm can use to evaluate its
accuracy on training data.
• An unsupervised model, in contrast, provides unlabeled data that the al-




Figure 3.8: The classification problem in Machine learning
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the background of our study has been briefly presented. Initially,
the definition and mechanism of a virtual agent were carefully described. After
that, in order to help readers clearly comprehend the approach based on embed-
ding vectors for distributed sentences, a concept of neural-net language model is
introduced with principle algorithms. Next, the definition of ontology and the
effects of applying ontology in medical knowledge management were also taken
into consideration in this chapter. Finally, the mechanism of disease classification
based on a machine learning approach was the next focus of this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Calculation of semantic similarity
sentences for intent detection
In Chapter 3, I mentioned the background of a virtual agent and how to build
a virtual agent for health decision support. To support machines to understand
the requirement of humans, the process of intent detection is one of the most
important factors. As mentioned in previous chapter, the neural network-based
approach has better scalability than rule-based approach. In this chapter, I in-
troduce a proposed method based on sentence embedding to calculate semantic
similarity between sentences for intent detection. Firstly, I will explain the back-
ground of the study and then describe how the method works. I conducted several
experiments to evaluate results to prove the validation of the method. Findings
will be discussed in a discussion section in this chapter. Finally, I present a
conclusion.
4.1 Introduction
For intent detection, a calculation of semantic similarity between sentences is one
of the good approaches. By comparing the pre-defined sentences, the intent of the
input sentence is identified, which supports machine to understand the require-
ments. However, estimating the semantic similarity is a difficult task in natural
language processing. Unlike humans, it is difficult for a machine to recognize the
same meaning among sentences because the structure and syntax of a sentence in
human language are too complex. To completely get the intention of a sentence,
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a language model is required to cover not only the meaning of words but also the
arrangement of these words, and the context of this sentence. In particular, sen-
tences with different words usually do not have the same meaning, and even the
ones with same words might not either. For example, the sentence Peter hits Tom
and Tom hits Peter share the same words, but the meanings of the two sentences
are different. Moreover, the meaning of a sentence is also affected by the context
of its conversation. For instance, if a question in the conversation is: “Are you
hungry?”, the answer could be: “Yes, I am hungry” which is an indication about
the condition of the speaker. On the other hand, if the conversation has a ques-
tion such as “Do you want something to eat?”, the purpose of the answer: “Yes, I
am hungry” can be considered as a confirmation that he needs food, same as the
answer: “Yes, I want something to eat”. A language model is often constructed
to help a machine solve the complicated problem mentioned above. To represent
the distribution of sentences, there are two main research directions: word em-
bedding and sentence embedding. In this subsection, a summary of methods in
both approaches is expressed as follow:
• In the former direction, the success of various word embedding models were
developed in the past years such as Word2vec [3], Glove [28], FastText [29]
and more recently ELMO [30]. The approaches in this direction assume that
the representation of sentence is simply calculated by the average of words
embedding. With a word embedding model, a baseline method is comput-
ing the Bag-of-words (BoW) of word vectors to get sentence representation
but does not really have an effective result because BoW rarely ponders the
weight of words in the sentence. Consequently, some recent methods, es-
pecially smooth-inverse-frequency (SIF) [31], demonstrate the importance
of using weighted average and modify them using singular-value decompo-
sition (SVD). However, ignoring the ordering of words in a sentence is still
a disadvantage of the methods in this direction. As an example, although
Tom hits Peter and Peter hits Tom consist the same words, the meanings
of them are different.
• In the latter direction, sentence embedding models based on auto-encoder
architecture were developed and has demonstrated that it can address the
words ordering. To solve the problem, the methods in this direction usu-
ally encode a full sentence to the vector by putting words consecutively
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to a neural network. In this direction, there are two types of approaches
such as supervised and unsupervised learning-based method. Firstly, the
method based on a supervised training task like InferSent [32] or Universal
Sentence Encoder (USE) [33] use the Stanford Natural Language Inference
(SNLI) [38], [80] labeled dataset to predict entailment/contradiction. By
using the same encoder for two sentences with the gold score which is the
semantic similarity value manually defined by humans, these above methods
have received an impressing result. Nonetheless, the drawback is that these
methods must require high quality dataset. Secondly, Skip Thought Vector
[34][35] or Quick Thought [36] the unsupervised training-based methods
are proposed with the idea using encoder-decoder models for the sentence,
and the surrounding sentences of the given sentence. In this approach, the
drawback of high quality dataset is solved because those are applied on the
unstructured dialogues.
To the best of our knowledge, all prior researches are performing passable rep-
resentation of sentences but missing an important point about context. In fact,
context plays an important role in the represented sentence, and the meaning of
a sentence can only be fully understood within the context. Thus, we propose
a model with two encoders for the previous sentences and the current sentence,
a decoder to express the next sentence. By covering the influence of previous
sentences, our model outperformed the previous studies in the unsupervised ap-
proach.
4.2 Methodology
Figure 4.1 depicts the architecture of the proposed model. Based on Encoder-
Decoder architecture, our model aims to construct the context vector which is a
representation of the input sentences. Then, the next sentence will be generated
using this context vector. As we mentioned it in section 4.1, our model considers
both the current sentence and the previous sentences as the input to obtain the
context vector before inserting to the decoder for generating the next sentence.
The proposed model is divided into three parts: encoder, context vector extrac-
tion and decoder. Firstly, our model utilizes a Gate recurrent unit (GRU) neural
network [81] as the encoder to encode the sentences. Throughout GRU, the next
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Figure 4.1: Context based sentence embedding model.
word is predicted by the previous words in the sentence. The last hidden state
of GRU will be considered as a representation of the input sentence. Further-
more, according to the difference of the effect contributed by the sentences on the
next sentence, the current sentence and the past sentences are encoded by two
different GRUs. While the meaning of the current sentence is performed to the
hidden state by a GRU, another GRU extracts the additional information from
the previous sentences to other hidden states for increasing the quality of the
representation. In the second part, our model uses the attention mechanism to
construct a context vector which represents the meaning of input sentence with
its context. Specifically, these hidden states are computed by attention mecha-
nism to get the weight of the input sentences. The average values of weights and
hidden states are used to make a context vector. In the last part, the context
vector is inserted to eventually generate the next sentence under the operation of
the decoder. After the training phrase, the context vector can be considered as
a representation of the sentence. More specifically, assume that we have given a
list of sentences (Si−k Si, Si+1) where k is the number of previous sentences. Let
W ti denote the t
th word for sentence Si and X
t
i denote for its word embedding.
The operation of CSE model will be expressed in three parts: encoder, context
extraction and decoder.
4.2.1 Encoder
In the encoder step, we separate the current sentence and the previous sentences.
Then, the numerous preceding sentences are encoded by a GRU1. At the same
time, GRU2 will transform the current sentence to the hidden states. Regarding
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the parameter, both GRUs share the same vocabulary matrix V, but have sepa-
rate parameters. More specifically, given a sentence, words W 1i W
N
i in sentence
ith will be encoded to the N hidden states by GRU and the last step of the en-
coding produces hNi , which is considered as the representation of sentences. This
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• W is the weight matrix in encoder
• U is the weight matrix in encoder
• xt is word at tth in sentence
• ht is the hidden state of the word xt
• rt is the reset gate
• zt is the update gate
•
⊙
denotes a component-wise product
• ht is the proposed state update at time t




In this step, the given last hidden states hNi from encoder step are used to get the
context vector. With the definition of the last hidden state which is considered as
a representation, the attention mechanism is applied to help the model focus on
the important information. More specifically, after encoding the input sentences,
hNi will represent the first sentence in the dialogue and h
N
T is the hidden state
of the current sentence where N is the max length of sentence in the dataset,
T is the sum of the number of previous sentences and the current sentence.
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• c is the context vector
• αi is the weight of the sentence ith.
4.2.3 Decoder
At the last step, the operation in decoder is the same as in encoder, except for
only the first input. To generate the next sentence, instead of token <start>, the
context vector is firstly inserted to the decoder. Then, the hidden state of words
in the next sentence hti+1 can be computed as follow:
rt = δ(W dr x
t + Udr h
t−1). (4.7)
zt = δ(W dz x
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• W dr is the weight matrix in encoder
• Udr is the weight matrix in encoder
• W dz is the weight matrix in encoder
• Udz is the weight matrix in encoder
• ht is the hidden state of the word xt
• rt is the reset gate
• zt is the update gate
• (
⊙
) denotes a component-wise product
• ht is the proposed state update at time t
Hence, given t− 1 previous words and the context vector of encoder, we can
recognize the word t in the next sentence.
4.3 Experimental results
Our experiment is divided into two parts: training and evaluation on the CSE
model. In the training part, Skip-Thought and our model were applied to the
DailyDialog [83] which was recently a popular dataset including 13118 daily con-
versations.
For comparison between Skip-Thought and our model, we utilized the same
setting in Table 4.1 for training to predict the next sentence. The loss was
computed by the comparison between the prediction and the target sentence.
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Optimization algorithm Adam [84]
Iterations 1000000
Besides, to evaluate the influence of the previous sentences, we implemented
two instances of our model: CSE1 is a model using one previous sentence and
CSE2 is a model using two previous sentences.
After the training part, we evaluated Skip-Thought and our model on 1379
pairs of sentences of the STS benchmark dataset [85] and the SICK dataset [86]
with 10000 records following the idea proposed by Tai et al. [87] as shown in
Figure 4.2 instead of calculating based on cosine similarity. Compared to cosine
similarity, this method allows the weights to be learned while cosine similarity
applies the same weight for all features. The procedure of this method is carried
out as follows. Firstly, a given pair of sentences will be encoded to the represen-
tation vector u and v. Then, we extract the relation between these two sentences.
In order to do that, the concatenation of the component-wise product u · v and
the absolute difference |u− v| are regarded as the features for the given sentences
pair. Finally, we train a logistic regression to predict a semantic relatedness for
the given sentences pair.
Figure 4.2: The operation of calculating semantic relatedness
For evaluation, Pearson [88] and Spearman correlation are the measurements
to estimate the quality of sentence embedding.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison loss of CSE model and Skip-Thought.
Figure 4.4: Comparison of evaluation of CSE and Skip-Thought
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Table 4.2: The best Pearson and Spearman corrlations in 20 checkpoints
Channels SkipThought CSE1 CSE2
SICK Pearson 61.66% 65.5% 65.8%
SICK Spearman 55.09% 58.88% 58.67%
STS Pearson 42.19% 48.98% 52.01%
STS Spearman 41.07% 48.59% 51.74%
4.4 Discussion
The primary contribution of the proposed model is to find the influence of previous
sentences on the meaning of the current sentence. This influence is equivalent to
the context of the current sentence which reinforces the clarity of its meaning.
This is an important task to separate the sentences having identical words but
different meaning. Hence, the representation of sentences is considerably more
accurate.
As mentioned, Infersent, USE, and Skip-Thought are the state of art mod-
els in calculating semantic similarity between sentences. Therefore, in order to
evaluate our model, the comparison with these models is necessary. However,
Infersent and USE utilized a different structure with SkipThought and our model
so the proposed model was only compared with them through Skip-Thought.
Specifically, they used pairs of sentences with labels judged by humans while
SkipThought and the proposed model used the conversations including previous
sentences. Due to the equivalent accuracy of three models [89] in calculating
semantic similarity on SICK and STSBenchmark datasets, the proposed model
is expected to be better than all models if it is better than Skip-Thought model.
Concretely, Sick and STSBenchmark datasets were used because the Pearson and
Spearman correlation of three models above on these datasets is approximated.
In our experiment, our model was shown that it outperformed Skip-Thought
model. Figure 4.3 shows that the loss of both models was almost convergence.
However, while the prediction of the proposed model was approximated to the
target sentence (the loss computed by the predicted and the target sentence was
0.33), the prediction of Skip-Thought model still needed more time to get the
best result. In addition, according to the semantic relatedness task, the results in
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Table 4.2 indicated that the proposed model also is better. All values of Pearson
and Spearman correlation coefficient of our model were higher, especially the
difference between the two models in the STSBenchmark dataset is approximate
10%. Besides, Figure 4.4 shows that the worse result in the proposed model also
is even better than the best result of Skip-Though.
Regarding the training process, Figure 4.4 also indicates that the early stop
can be applied after 100000 steps because the proportion between the highest
and the lowest is not too different. In addition, Table 4.1 shows that those
models include more information from history which often perform better. With
more information, CSE2 achieved three favorable results except for the Spearman
correlation on SICK dataset where CSE1 achieved a better result (58.88%). As
observed from Figure 4.4, with a large dataset like SICK dataset, the variety in
the results of our proposed models two instances are not significantly different.
However, with a small dataset such as STS, the model CSE2 is moderately better
than CSE1. This can be understood that the model with more information will
be more stable.
Although the proposed model demonstrated the efficiency of embedding sen-
tence based on context, the result still needs to be improved. As presented in [34],
Skip-Thought could achieve a Pearson correlation 86.76% and Spearman corre-
lation 80.83% on the SICK dataset which higher than our result. However, their
experiment was applied on a much higher configuration: a bigger training dataset
with 74 million sentences, embedding vector 2400 dimensions, and takes a much
larger training time. At this moment, because of the limitation of equipment and
time, we cannot make an experiment with a large training dataset. Consequently,
the proposed model need to be verified with a large training dataset.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a new approach to perform the representation
of sentences. To do this, the proposed model simulated the dialogue with two
GRU for the current sentence and previous sentences in an encoder, one GRU in
a decoder to predict the next sentence. Then, the evaluation of the quality of
sentence embedding is processed on the SICK and STSBenchmark datasets. The
experimental result shows that CSE model can transform a sentence to a good
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sentence embedding to calculate the semantic similarity. However, the dataset
used for training is too small so there are some obstacles in transforming sentences
to embedding. In the future, we will apply the proposed model to a large dataset
and evaluate model again.
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Chapter 5
Symptom suggestion based on
conversation and ontology for
simulation of medical
examination
In Chapter 4, a proposal to assist virtual agents in determining human intent
is presented. In this chapter, I will introduce a potential method to teach med-
ical knowledge to machines, thereby, machines can understand what necessary
symptoms need to be collected based on the detected intent and the extracted
symptoms. Similar to the operation of medical examinations from doctors, ma-
chines could collect human symptoms depending on the specific situation.
5.1 Introduction
Theoretically, collecting the symptoms of a patient is a routine process in the
health care operations of doctors and plays an important role in making a di-
agnosis. During conversations, doctors will receive information related to the
patient’s health by asking them to confirm the status of the symptoms. This pro-
cess is a loop to confirm all suspected symptoms of patients until doctors have a
diagnosis for patients. To carry out the process, doctors must be humans, who
are equipped with the medical knowledge to understand what necessary symp-
toms need to be collected in specific situations. In other words, they need to
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Table 5.1: The conversation between doctors and patients.
Doctor: Good morning! Whats wrong with you?
Patient: I have been suffering from fever since yesterday.
Doctor: Did you have a vomiting?
Patient: Yes, I have vomited 2 times.
Doctor: Did you have any skin bleeding?
Patient: Yes, a little in my back.
...
discover hidden information from the relationship between symptoms to find the
candidate disease, and then request the missing symptoms from patients. Typi-
cally, there are two approaches: the first is followed by the probability of diseases
with the input symptoms and the second is followed by the relationship between
symptoms. In the first approach, the suggested symptom is a symptom in the
most highly probable disease. In the second one, the result is a symptom which
has a maximum number of appearance with the input symptoms. In fact, the
first approach is more preferable than the second one because it focuses on the
patients’ disease while the second one does not. This sometimes leads to noises of
the collected symptoms from the second approach, which impacts the processing
of clinical diagnosis.
However, arranging this knowledge is really a challenge not only for virtual
assistants but also for humans. For example, in the conversation in Table 5.1,
patients with dengue fever, who have only recognized that they have a symptom
of high temperature and do not provide any other information. This causes an
obstacle in making a diagnosis because there are various diseases, which also
consist the same symptom.
Despite the difficulties of medical knowledge, introducing medical knowledge
to virtual agents play a crucial role in symptom collection of patients. For med-
ical virtual agent development, a popular method is to design only a system in
a specific domain such as dengue decision support or cancer decision support
with fixed symptoms. Through the predefined forms, the necessary symptoms
of patients will be simply obtained for making a diagnosis. Unfortunately, this
approach often requires additional preprocessing, which is performed by a physi-
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cian to clinical classification. Therefore, for the efficiency of the predefined-based
approach, it is not enough for a virtual agent in the medical topic. Another
approach is to use a query to the semantic database such as an ontology which
includes the medical knowledge with diseases, symptoms, and their relationship.
By finding a disease based on relations, the necessary subsequent symptoms can
be suggested. However, due to the overlapping of symptoms between diseases, it is
difficult for machine to determine disease in the case of more than two candidates
of diseases. Specifically, if the given input symptoms include S1 and S2 where
S1 is a symptom of disease D1 and S2 belongs to D2, the outcome is undefined
because of the equivalent probability between these candidate of diseases.
Therefore, a symptom suggestion method based on weights of relations and
ontology is introduced in this chapter. Weights are determined as a probability
to have a disease if there are symptoms to solve the problem of having more can-
didate diseases. Hence, the efficiency of a symptoms suggestion system increases.
5.2 Background
Typically, symptoms suggestion system based on the probability of diseases com-
prised of two steps: ranking candidates’ diseases and suggesting a symptom of
the highest result. The most difficult part is ranking candidates’ disease due to
the overlapping of symptoms between diseases. In terms of statistics, the pro-
cessing of calculating probability of candidates’ diseases can be expressed by the
Bayesian theory as follows:
P (Di|S1, S2, ..., Sj) =
P (Di)P (S1, S2, ...Sj|Di)
P (S1)× P (S2)× ...× P (Sj)
=
P (Di)P (S1|Di)× P (S2|Di)× ...× P (Sj|Di)
P (S1)× P (S2)× ...× P (Sj)
(5.1)
where
• P (Di) is the probability of having disease Di
• P (Sj) is the probability of having symptom Sj
• P (Di|Sj) is the likelihood of have disease Di if having symptoms Sj
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• P (Sj|Di) is the likelihood of have symptoms Sj if having disease Di
Consider P(S1) × P(S2)×... × P(Sj) as a normalising constant because the
probability of symptoms is unchanged, the Equation 5.1 can be converted to the
Equation 5.2:
P (Di|S1, S2, ..., Sj) = αP (Di)P (S1|Di)× P (S2|Di)× ...× P (Sj|Di) (5.2)
Through Equation 5.2, two factors that influence the calculation of the proba-
bility of diseases with the input symptoms are identified. The first factor is P(Di)
to indicate the probability of specific disease, which usually depends on many el-
ements such as environments, location, and prevalence of disease Di. In this
research, we temporarily focus only the prevalence of disease, for example, the
probability of popular disease such as Influenza should be higher than a rare dis-
ease such as cancer. The second factor is P(Sj|Di) which shows the probability of
having symptom Sj of disease Di. While the first factor can be simply computed
by statistics of positive cases in total cases of diseases as show in Equation 5.3,







In this section, the proposed method of this research are introduced in details in
order to explain how they connect to the proposal.
Looking back to Section 5.1 in this research, a new method to exploit the
relationships between entities in ontology for symptoms suggestion component is
proposed. More concretely, the collaborative approach using the ontology and
word embedding vectors to clarify a mapping function between input symptoms
and the related symptoms is thoroughly discussed in this section. Initially, the
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the medical database. Afterward, a method calculates the weights of these rela-
tions, which are assigned to these entities to support machines to self-learn the
relationship among the entities.
Specifically, Figure 5.1 depicts the architecture of the proposed method. The
proposed method is divided into two phases, training phase and testing phase. In
training phase, there are two tasks: extraction of entities and their relationships,
and calculation of the weight of relations. In the first task, our method collects
the entities and their relations by using an ontology of diseases and symptoms. In
the second task, our method utilizes a pre-trained word embedding vectors [3] and
node embedding vector [90] to calculate the weight of the extracted relations and
construct a weight-table. Afterward, in the testing phase, the input symptoms
can be considered as a query, which requests to the ontology and weights-table
to find the disease, then suggest the subsequent symptom.
5.3.1 Making an ontology
As mentioned in the background section, an ontology is considered as a semantic
database, which is used to represent the terms and the relationships between
them. Typically, an ontology is constructed by the ontology languages such as
XML, RDF, and OWL. In general, to construct an ontology, there are some
common steps, such as:
• Determine classes in ontology.
• Arrange classes in a taxonomic hierarchy.
• Determine the properties (slot) and describe the allowable values for these
properties.
• Fill the values of instances into the slots.
• The knowledge is then created by defining instances of these classes with
their values.
For making disease symptom ontology, it is crucial to have medical knowledge
due to the complex taxonomic hierarchy of classes about diseases and symp-
toms. Basically, the disease symptom ontology includes not only a relationship
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Has symptom Has phenotype Has subclass
Figure 5.2: The sample relations architecture of ontology
between diseases and symptoms but also other relationships such as “ecologi-
cally related to” and “has phenotype” between diseases and other factors as show
in Figure 5.2. Therefore, this is usually created by experts in medical topics to
ensure the credibility of the knowledge.
5.3.2 Medical knowledge extraction
A disease symptom ontology includes the terms which are entities about diseases
and their symptoms, and the relationships between entities. By using queries to
the ontology, these medical knowledge should be collected. In a simple model,
the only relation is extracted, whose name is “has symptom” for a description of
the relationship between disease and symptom.
Figure 5.3 illustrates a sample ontology with two diseases such as dengue and




Vomiting Fever Cough Mucosal-bleeding WBC Skin-
bleeding
Has a symptom
Figure 5.3: The sample ontology with two diseases and their symptoms










Mucosal bleeding, Dengue-WBC, Dengue-
Skin bleeding, Influenza-Vomiting, Influenza-
Fever, Influenza-Cough
5.3.3 Calculate weight of relations based on embedding
vectors
After building a medical knowledge database, entities and their relations are input
into a function to calculate weights based on embedding vectors. Specifically, a
calculating weight of the relationship between a pair of disease and symptom,
which is done such as following:




• Calculate the cosine similarity of these embedding vectors. The result is
the weight of a relationship between this pair of disease and symptom.
Figure 5.4: The architecture of represent words by embedding vector [3]
The reason for using embedding vectors is that it can represent the semantic
and relationship of words in the space, while the ontology-based method cannot
determine due to their structure. In terms of theory, the occurrence of diseases
and symptoms are in the same context, which indicates the weights of the relation-
ship between them. In other words, the disease and symptoms appear together
several times, which represents the strong relationship and the high probability of
having the disease with these symptoms. Through using a simple neural network,
all words are transformed to embedding vector by a hidden layer and mapped to
their context by the activation function at the last layer as shown in Figure 5.4.
After training, the outputs of the hidden layer is used to represent the words as
the embedding vectors.
In order to improve the quality of embedding vectors, the proposed method
utilizes a combination of two pre-trained embedding vectors: word2vec and node2vec.
This is because we want to represent not only the semantic but also the structure
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between diseases and symptoms by words embedding vectors vW and node em-
bedding vectors vG, respectively, as show in Figure 5.5. The redundant attributes
of the combination of two embedding vectors is then removed by the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm [91, 92]. After that, the relationship be-
tween diseases and symptoms are measured based on the cosine similarity.
Figure 5.5: The concentrated of word and node embedding vectors
Assume that the input symptoms includes symptom S1, S2, and the candidate
diseases are D1{S1, S2, S3, S4}, D2{S1, S2, S5}. The weights Wij between a pair
of disease Di and symptom Si should be calculated by the Equation 5.1
Wij = cos θij (5.4)
where
• Wij is a weight of relationship between disease Di and symptom Sj
• cosθij is cosine similarity of disease Di and symptom Sj








• Pi is the probability of candidate disease Di
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• Wij is a weight of relationship between disease Di and input symptom Sj
• n is total of input symptoms
• m is total of candidate diseases
However, the cos θij between vector disease Di and vector symptom Sj can
not be negative but should ranges from [0, 1]. Therefore, the Equation 5.2 need









5.3.4 Symptom suggestion based on weights of relations
After constructing a weight-table, in order to suggest the symptoms, there are
two steps as follows:
• Finding the candidate diseases by a query into a disease symptom ontology.
• Ranking these candidate by using the weight-table
5.4 Experimental results
The primary objective of the experiment is to simulate the processing of medical
examinations between doctors and patients. Considering the knowledge of doctors
as the specific sentences which include disease and its symptoms, this process
corresponds with the work of mapping between previous words to the subsequent
word. This section aims to demonstrate the ability to use the embedding vector
in selecting candidates of diseases based on input symptoms, then requiring the
necessary symptoms of the highest candidate. In this section, I firstly express an
instant of using embedding vectors in separating similar diseases which include the
common symptoms. After that, I describe an experiment comprised of making an
ontology based on a disease dataset, constructing pre-trained embedding vectors
based on this ontology, and use these pre-trained embedding vectors to predict
the candidates of diseases. Hence, the efficiency of using embedding vectors in
the proposed model is validated by the accuracy of predictions.
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Table 5.3: The setting in training of symptoms suggestion
Parameters Value
Dataset1 Human disease ontology [45]
Diseases classes 12480
Symptoms classes 944
Diseases with “has symptom” relation 456
Symptoms with “has symptom” rela-
tion
131
Dataset2 Kaggle’s Disease dataset
Diseases classes 41
Symptoms classes 131
Number of relationships 321
Diseases with “has symptom” relation 41
Pre-trained embedding vector GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin
Embedding vector 300
In the first experiment, I only applied the proposed model to the existing
resources which are a human disease ontology [45] and a provided pre-trained
embedding vector by Google with the information as shown in Table 5.3. From
the ontology, there are 456 extracted diseases with 131 symptoms and 771 rela-
tions. However, only 123 diseases and 102 symptoms can be represented by word
embedding vectors due to the difference between science terms and daily words.
These extracted entities were applied by the node2vec algorithm and then com-
bined with a pre-trained embedding vector by Google to construct the proposed
trained embedding model. After that, we evaluated the proposed model based on
a scenario of predicting the highest candidate diseases based on their symptoms.
The corpus of input symptoms and the output is extracted from the conversations
between doctors and patients, which is collected from the Internet. The result is
considered correct when the prediction of the proposed model corresponds with
the collected output. Specifically, Table 5.4 illustrates two conversations about
dengue and influenza. By the proposed method, we can separate cases between




Figure 5.6: The experiment of applying proposed model to Kaggle dataset disease
However, separating two diseases is too simple to show that our method works
for more general setting. In the second experiment, the proposed model is applied
to the collected dataset from Kaggle, which includes 4920 records of 41 diseases
and their symptoms as shown in Figure 5.6. The scenario to validate the proposed
model is expressed as follows:
• Firstly, I made an ontology-based on diseases, symptoms, and their rela-
tionships. In this step, diseases and symptoms were represented as the
nodes and the relationships between them were the edges in the ontology.
Concretely, I created 172 nodes and 321 edges.
• Secondly, the constructed ontology was applied by the node2vec algorithm
and combined with the Google’s pre-trained embedding vectors. In more
details, ontology is considered as input of node2vec algorithm with the
setting of embedding vectors’ dimensions is 200. After that, the output
of node2vec was used to combine with the Google’s pre-trained embedding
vectors. The dimensions of the combined vectors was reduced by the PCA
algorithm. As a result, the pre-trained of the proposed model is a model to
represent diseases and symptoms by the embedding vectors’ size is 300.
• Finally, I made a test dataset by randomly removing a few symptoms from
records. Next, this dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed model. Specifically, for each record, there are 41 predictions of can-
didate diseases. The probabilities are calculated based on the pre-trained
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model above and the Equation 5.6. The highest candidate disease is then
compared with the actual result in the test dataset to measure the accuracy
of predictions.
To clarify the performance of the proposed model, I applied two scenarios
of removing symptom in Kaggle dataset: a random symptom and two random
symptoms. For each record, I attempt to predict the disease and compare it with
the original correct answer. For example, the correct prediction in Table 5.5 is the
case of the predicted result and original correct answer are similar. Otherwise,
this is the incorrect prediction.
As a result, Table 5.6 indicates that the efficiency of proposed model were
high in both scenarios with the accuracy of 99.73% and 98.45%, respectively.
5.5 Discussion
The primary contribution of this study is to provide a method to automatically
suggest the subsequent symptom based on the input symptom. To do that, the
most important part needs to be considered, which is an overlapping of symptoms
between diseases. Without this part, a machine has not determined the disease
in the case of more than two candidate of diseases. We saw that, through the
experiment in Table 5.4, the provided symptoms of patients are common, which
makes a confusing diagnosis between Dengue and Influenza diseases. By calcu-
lating the weights between input symptoms and each disease, the probability of
each disease was determined. Moreover, by observation an example in Table 5.5,
the prediction was wrong when the dischromic-patches symptom is missing, thus,
dischromic-patches is an important symptom to detect fungal-infection disease.
As a result, the high accuracy of the proposed model in predicting candidate
diseases was achieved as shown in Table 5.6, which indicates the efficiency of the
proposed model in calculating the weights of diseases and symptoms. Thus, this
supports to suggest the missing subsequent symptoms.
The advantage of this method is the scalability when applying to the huge
database due to the self-learn mechanism. This is an important point to provide




Looking back to the experiment section, there is a problem of difference be-
tween science terms and daily words, which is the reason why I had to make an
ontology based on the Kaggle dataset but not using the original ontology (Hu-
man disease ontology). Specifically, during the processing of experiment, I tried
to utilized the original ontology to predict probability of candidates’ diseases in
the Kaggle dataset but the accuracy is quite low, which is around 18%. This
is because there are too much symptoms in records, which does not appear in
the original ontology. These symptoms might be the important attributes which
support to detect a disease.
Although this method could solve the problem of finding related symptom
based on the input symptom, this method needs evaluation with a judgment
of participants who works in the medical field. Besides, only a relationship
“have symptom” could not express all medical knowledge of diseases and symp-
toms. Specifically, Figure 5.2 shows that there are many potential relations in-
side an ontology such as the “ecologically related to”, “has material basis in” and
“has phenotype”. Therefore, various relations need to be clarified in the future.
For example, with the same scenario in Table 5.4, doctors will prefer a dengue
candidate disease in the summer. On the contrary, they usually select candi-
date of Influenza disease if the timing in the winter. Furthermore, the evaluation
dataset is still simple and lack of various similar diseases. Therefore, the proposed
model needs to be clarified by using a large database.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the relationship between disease and symptoms have been mod-
eled for prediction of subsequent symptom. A novel model based on the collabo-
ration between ontology and embedding vector is proposed to map the previous
input symptoms to a target. This process can be determined as the ranking
of candidate symptoms based on the probability. The experiment result shows
that the proposed model can solve a problem of discovering relationship between
symptoms.
However, the used ontology includes a small relationship between diseases
and symptoms. Therefore, it is necessary for the model to be clarified in a large
ontology with more diseases, symptoms, and relations.
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Table 5.4: Evaluation on the conversations of dengue and influenza diseases
Dengue disease’s conversation Influenza disease’s conversation
Patient: Hi Doctor, good morning
Doctor: very good morning, how are
you, what is the problem?
Patient: I am not feeling well, suffer-
ing from fever for the last three days.
Doctor: Do you have a bleeding?
Patient: yes doctor. But they told me
I am not suffering from malaria.
Doctor: ok, are you still having a
fever?
Patient: yes doctor.
Doctor: I have a doubt so you should
go for a dengue test.
Patient: is it a necessary doctor?
Doctor: yes, because in this season
dengue is severely seen in most of the
people.
Patient: ok doctor, I will give blood
for dengue test after that I will come.
Doctor: sure don’t neglect it is a
serious problem when we neglect.
Patient: ok doctor I will meet u after
getting reports.
Doctor: ok take care bye.
Patient: bye doctor.
Patient: Hello Doctor.
Doctor: Hello, how are you feeling to-
day?
Patient: Not very well, Doctor
Doctor: Ok, tell me about it
Patient: Well, I have a terrible
headache.
Doctor: How about your throat?
Patient: It hurts a little.
Doctor: Ok. Do you have a cough?
Patient: Yes, I have a cough, too.
Doctor: Do you feel weak?
Patient: Yes, I get tired very quickly.
Doctor: Let me take your tempera-
ture. Hmmm, you have a little fever.
It seems that you have the flu.
Patient: Oh, thats terrible.
Doctor: Dont worry. Take this
medicine and rest.
Patient: Ok. I understand.
Input symptoms: fever, bleeding
Result of proposed method: Dengue
Probability of Dengue: 53%
{fever:0.37, bleeding:0.14}
Influenza: 47% {fever:0.37, bleed-
ing:0.08}
Input symptoms: headache, cough,
throat, fever Result of proposed
method: Influenza
Dengue: 46% {headache: 0.07, cough:
0.25, throat: 0.04, fever: 0.37}
Influenza: 54% {headache: 0.12,
cough: 0.31, throat: 0.05, fever: 0.37}
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Table 5.6: The accuracy of the proposed model in predicting highest candidate
of diseases







Dengue classification based on
the clinical symptom
The proposals presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have efficiently solved the
issues of intent detection and symptoms suggestion for making a medical checkup
conversation between humans and machines. This chapter introduces a proposed
method for the classification of disease, towards the research goal, that is to say,
making a diagnosis for patients about dengue fever.
6.1 Introduction
Dengue fever is a severe infectious disease happening in over 150 countries, mostly
in tropical and subtropical regions [93]. Primary dengue infection in humans
usually leads to a variety of clinical symptoms, such as mild fever, even death
in the worst case. The primary transmission vector of the dengue virus is Aedes
mosquitoes [94], which often reside in tropical regions. Through biting, they
transmit dengue from patients to healthy people. Due to its simple transforma-
tion, dengue has become a public health problem that significantly affects human
health. More dangerously, until now, there is no specific treatment for dengue,
such as the vaccine. The patients usually get only supportive care with analgesics,
fluid replacement, bed rest, and acetaminophen to treat the fever. Fortunately,
as presented in [95, 96], early detection and access to proper medical care can
lower fatality rate to below 1%. Also, the recovery of patients is high if they
receive treatment within the first three days.
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However, dengue fever is difficult to be diagnosed because the symptoms are
similar to other diseases such as roseola or fever virus. In traditional methods, the
used solutions are often blood tests. Specifically, the Dengue NS1-Ag assay is a
rapid test to determine the NS1 antigen in dengue plasma or serum from patients.
Generally, NS1-Ag appears in the blood from day one to day nine of the disease;
thus, it is used as a tool to help doctors perform diagnosis. Unfortunately, despite
being the gold standard diagnostic, this rapid test is not routinely available in
developing countries. The primary reason is due to the lack of well-trained doctors
who can perform the NS1-Ag test. Unlike the regular tests, NS1-Ag is easily
affected by the external factors from the environment, such as moisture. Because
of the carelessness orthe lack of necessary skill from doctors, the result of tests
could be wrong. Another reason for the late dengue detection of patients is the
expensive cost of this test compared to their financial ability. These poor patients
often refuse the test until they are in a dangerous situation.
Meanwhile, Machine learning, including the statistical models, can be a good
solution for the above problem. These statistic-based methods share the same
advantages, which are rapid and simple to be widely executed in developing
countries. Based on the values of clinical blood tests as the input, the algorithms
in Machine learning quickly make a prediction of dengue fever for patients. From
that, it can reduce the pressure for doctors and increase the ability of early dengue
detection for patients.
The greatest obstacle machine learning techniques must deal with is high-
dimensional data. Such data include irrelevant attributes and noise, which results
in high computational costs. A common solution is a dimensional reduction to
remove noise, sparse outlying entries, and missing entries. This approach can
be recognized as one of the feature transformations [78] and feature selection
techniques[79]. With such approaches, irrelevant dimensions and redundant at-
tributes are removed such that computational time and memory requirements are
reduced without affecting accuracy. However, with such methods, the meaning
of subspaces may be overlooked.
In order to improve the efficiency of the classification algorithms, we propose
the model to reduce data dimension and find hidden features to improve classifi-
cation accuracy and reduce computational costs. Consequently, dengue fever can




Figure 6.1: The procedure of the HSC model.
The proposed model is called Hidden Subspaces Clustering (HSC). This model
aims to find quality information from a small group of attributes for improving
the accuracy of classification algorithms. This model includes three main parts:
reduction dimensions, finding hidden features and classification for removing re-
dundant attributes, find useful information, and detect disease, respectively. In
details, the operations of the model are summarized in Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1.
Specifically, since the raw data may contain the records coupled with missing val-
ues, preprocessing the dataset is necessary. This process comprises of replacing
the missing values with the mean of attributes, performing the normalization, and
randomly taking the data for the training process. Then, irrelevant dimensions
are removed using the sparse subspace clustering (SSC) algorithm [97], [98]. In
the next step, hidden features are identified and combined with the data. Finally,
classification algorithms are applied to the dataset to obtain results.
The details of each part are described as follows.
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Table 6.1: The HSC model
Model: Hidden Subspace Clustering (HSC)
Input: A union of data points y which lie in a high dimension
1. Cleaning data: replace missing data.
2. Reduce dimensions of data by sparse subspace clustering (SSC) algorithm.
3. Find the hidden dimensions.
• Project subspaces to new areas by random projection (RP) algorithm.
• Evaluate the subspaces to find meaningful hidden features.
4. A classifier with methods such as logistic regression(LR), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF) to find the optimal prediction algo-
rithm .
Output: label of class.
6.2.1 Dimensions Reduction
High-dimensional data typically includes irrelevant attributes and noise. This
increases the computational costs and negatively impacts classification accuracy.
To address this issue, dimension reduction is a crucial solution that can be per-
formed by applying one of the following subspace clustering approaches: iterative,
algebraic, statistical and spectral clustering [97, 98, 99, 100]. Each class has its
advantages; however, spectral clustering-based algorithms are used more com-
monly because of their ability to solve noise and outliers in data. Also, knowing
the dimensions and number of subspaces is not required. The proposed model
can handle noise, missing data for dimension reduction by using a spectral clus-
tering algorithm [97], namely the Sparse Subspace Clustering algorithm (SSC).
This approach is appropriate for the target dengue dataset because this dataset
is high-dimensional with significant amounts of information and some irrelevant
attributes. Besides, this dataset can be reduced without knowing the size of the
separated dimensions.
In the SSC algorithm, the number of dimensions is reduced by dividing sub-
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spaces into two segments. This algorithm includes two steps. In the first step, a
sparse optimization program is used to find numerous other points that belong
to the same subspace Sl. In the second step, spectral clustering is applied to a
similar graph to realize data segmentation.
Here, the dimension reduction operation finds the cut line between a pair of
clusters, where {Sl}nl=1 is a set of subspaces of RD of dimension {dl}nl=1 and data
points {yi}i− 1N in the union of n subspaces. The data points are defined by
matrix Y in two ways:
Y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ] (6.1)
Y = [Y1, Y2, ..., Yn]Γ (6.2)
Here, Yl is a collection of Ni data points, which is a representation of subspace
Sl, and Γ is an unknown permutation matrix used to arrange the columns of the






T Assume y is
a linear combination of Ni data points in the same subspace. From 6.1 and 6.2,
we define data point yi as follows:
yi = Yici, eij = 0 (6.3)
where
• ci , [ei1 , ei2, ... eiN ] are linear values.
• eij = 0 is a constraint.
However, the representation of yi is not unique in the subspaces. The SSC
algorithm utilizes ci to recognize a data point in the subspace; thus, finding the
set of appropriate subspaces is an optimization problem that can be express as
follows:
min ‖ci‖q s.t. yi = Y ci, eij = 0 (6.4)
where ‖ci‖q is lq-norm of |ci| ∈ RN
• ‖ci‖ > 0: data point lying in subspace Sl
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• ‖ci‖ = 0: data point does not lying in subspace Sl
After solving the optimization problem, a weighted graph G = (V, E, W) is
utilized to organize the sparse points, where V stands for the collection of N nodes
of the graph corresponding to N data points, the set of edges connecting them
denoted by E, W is asymmetric non-negative and similarity matrix, representing
the following edge weights.
W =
W1 · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · Wn
Γ (6.5)
In the second step, the SSC algorithm applies spectral clustering to matrix
W to segment the data.
6.2.2 Finding hidden features
As mentioned previously, the proposed HSC model reduces data dimensionality
and finds meaningful hidden features in the dataset. Thus, the proposed model
promisingly outperforms existing methods because doctors are not required to
investigate all symptoms to make a diagnosis. Instead, they can make a precise
diagnosis based on only several crucial symptoms. From the statistical point of
view, the traditional methods can be expressed as follows.
Y = f(x) = α + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...βnxn (6.6)
A patient is determined to have dengue based on the value of Y.
• Dengue (1) if Y > threshold.
• No dengue (0) if Y < threshold.
To improve the accuracy of diagnosis, the proposed model combines detection
of a small group of patients with diseases with traditional classification methods.
This group will be identified by finding a pair of appropriate clusters in the
subspaces. For example, in a given subspace, the data points are divided into
two clusters, and these clusters are represented by a binary vector, which includes
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value 1 for a cluster of patients with disease and value 0 for a cluster of undefined
patients. By comparing to the training data, this subspace can be considered as
a meaningful hidden feature hi if the corresponding clusters of patients are high.
In order to make the diagnosis, the processing described in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: The processing of making a diagnosis
From 6.6, the patient will be distinguished as having diseases as follows:
yi = g(f(x)) = f(xi) + hi(threshold− f(xi)) (6.7)
where
• yi = threshold(disease) if hi = 1
• yi = f(xi) if hi = 0
Here, yi is a data point of the disease data {yi}Ni=1, hi is the ith element of
a vector ~h, and f(xi) is a function to predict disease. The advantage of this
approach is that it can clearly identify dengue patients represented by hi = 1,
thereby improving the performance of diagnosis.
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To find vector ~h, we propose a two-step solution. The first step is to find
new areas that are a projection of data points with k dimension less than the
original data. In the second step, the data points in the new space are clustered.
Here, the primary goal is to collect clusters and evaluate the correlation between
clusters and the result class in order to find hidden useful dimensions. To get
a new subspace, we employ the random projection (RP) algorithm [101] which
is a practical and effective method to project data points to another area. The
RP algorithm shows that the n × d original data matrix (X) of n-dimensional
observations is projected by a d×k random matrix (R) (where k×d) to produce
a lower dimensional subspace P of n×k.
Pn×k = Xn×dRd×k (6.8)
The output of this step is new areas with different dimensions. After finding
the new area, the cluster operation is performed. Here, the Gaussian mixture clus-
ter algorithm [102] is employed for clustering because it can plot high-dimensional
data and separated clusters. In addition to that, compared to the other clustering
algorithms such as K-Means, the advantages of this algorithm is that accounts
for the covariance of clusters. Instead of only considering the distribution of
points is circular, GMM can handle well with all shapes of distribution of points.
Thus, GMM can distinguish clusters better. This algorithm begins with random
Gaussian parameters θ which consists of a centroid µ, a covariance σ, and a mix-











• X is data points
• p is the probability
• xn belong to Gaussian k
• µ defines the center of Gaussian k
• σk is a covariance that defines the width of Gaussian k
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• πk is mixing probability that defines how big the Gaussian k is.
Based on the expectation maximization algorithm, Gaussian mixture model op-
timizes the parameters as the following:
θ∗ = argmaxθ(p(X, θ)) (6.10)
The results obtained by Gaussian mixture model are a pair of clusters which
can be the hidden features in the dataset. From that, the hidden features can be
selected based on the correlation between the values of vector and the values of the
result class in the training set. This correlation is also the accuracy of detecting
disease based on a vector which is higher than the accuracy of classification
methods. Therefore, it improves the performance of diagnosis.
6.2.3 Application to classification methods
After finding the hidden features by GMM, a dataset which is the combination of
data and hidden features is given as the input to a classification algorithm, such as
LR, SVMs, and RFs, to identify an optimal prediction algorithm. The difference
is the quality of original dataset and dataset with hidden features. By finding a
group of dengue patients with a high degree of accuracy, the proposed model helps
improve cases that are not found by conventional dengue classification models.
Specifically, the number of patients can be calculated as follows.
In traditional method:
I = n× a s.t a < 1
= m× a+ (n−m)× a
(6.11)
In HSC model:
I = m+ (n−m)× a (6.12)
where
• I: the number of dengue cases can be detected
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• n: the total of records.
• m: the dengue cases detected based on hidden features
• a: accuracy of classification algorithm
Due to a < 1, the accuracy of classification in HSC model is better than the
traditional methods.
In addition, the proposed model utilizes cross-validation techniques to restrict
classification overfitting. All data were divided into K subsets and the learning
process of the machine has K times. Each time, one subset is used for testing
and the other K − 1 is used for training.
6.3 Experimental results
We applied the proposed HSC model to a dataset [61] that includes 5726 children
with the following criteria.
• Fever less than 72 hours from onset.
• Attending physician identifies dengue as a possible diagnosis.
After preprocessing the data, dimension reduction was initially performed by
the SSC algorithm. Here, the input data are the clinical symptoms on the day
of admission to hospital, such as temperature, vomiting, etc. The SSC algorithm
was used to obtain a new dataset, i.e., a subspace of the original data. Table 6.2
shows that the SSC algorithm divided the attributes of the original dataset into
two segments (SSC dataset) in which Segment 2 is removed. To prove that SSC
did not change the classification accuracy of classification methods, we evaluate
both datasets by logistic regression algorithm.
The results of the two tests were equivalent. This means that the dimensions
of the original dataset were reduced successfully which leads to the reduction of
the computational time. Besides, Table 6.2 also demonstrates that SSC did not
change the classification accuracy between the original and SSC datasets.
After reducing the dimensions, we attempted to find the hidden features in the
SSC dataset. The proposed algorithm selected the hidden features as data points
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Figure 6.3: The projection of data points.
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Table 6.2: The result of SSC algorithm
Original dataset (%) Apply SSC to the
dataset







- Segmentation 1: Day












80.07% / 73.01% 80.03% / 72.94%
which lying in n dimensions of the subspace, where n < d. Based on the distance
and separation of clusters, especially the correlation between this projection of
data and the result class in training data, we selected the appropriate features,
as shown in Figure 6.3. To select the best method for evaluation of clusters,
we conducted experiments using K-mean, Support Vector Machine and mixture
Gaussian cluster algorithms. Besides, we use t-SNE [103] which is a visualization
method to perform the projection of data to the two dimensions space.
Figure 6.4: The sensitivity of dengue classification in subspaces.
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In order to compare the efficiency between K-Means and GMM, we applied
classifications algorithms to the original dataset with the hidden features found by
each algorithm. Three tests were applied with Logistic regression, Support Vector
Machine and Random Forest to evaluate based on the accuracy and sensitivity.
These are the crucial values to indicate the proposed model’s ability to classify
dengue patients and can be calculated as follows:




Dengue prediction True Positive(TP) False Positive(FP)
No dengue prediction False Negative(FN) True Negative(TN)
Accuracy =
TP + TN






• TP: the number of correctly predicted dengue patients
• TN: the number of correctly predicted patients with no dengue
• FP: the number of incorrectly predicted remaining dengue patients
• FN: the number of remaining dengue patients
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Table 6.4: The result of applying the HSC model.
Original dataset + hidden
feature found by K-Means
Original dataset + hidden
feature found by GMM
Accuracy Sensitivity Accuracy Sensitivity
Logistic
Regression
81.54% 75.4% 81.93% 75.9%
SVM 81.52% 78% 81.9% 78.5%
Random Forest 80.98% 73.4% 81.58% 73.6%
6.4 Discussion
For dengue fever, early detection plays a very important role in the treatment of
patients. In this chapter, a proposed model was presented for solving a problem of
shortage of well-train doctors in developing countries, which has been an obstacle
with early dengue detection. Based on the process of making a diagnosis from
doctors, the proposed model was designed with the following purposes.
The primary purpose of the proposed model is to find underlying features in
the subspaces. This is understood as the identification of clusters corresponding to
the referenced result class in new areas, then improve the efficiency of classification
algorithms. As demonstrated in Equation 6.11 and Equation 6.12, the number of
patients could be found by the HSC model is more accurate because this model
successfully detected the true patients. In order to find the hidden features, there
is many algorithms could be a solution such as K-Means, GMM and Support
Vector Machine. Thus, these algorithms were applied in our experiment to find
the best method. The sensitivity is the probability of detection of dengue patients
which is used as the measure for evaluation of these algorithms. This is because
we want to guarantee that patients having dengue are identified. As observed
from Figure 6.4, GMM achieved the highest sensitivity with 0.831. These values
were higher comparing to the sensitivity of classification algorithms in original
data, thereby the patients can be found more accurately. Besides, most of the
sensitivity by GMM is better than the highest one of the remain algorithms. The
reason is that GMM used a covariance to handle the oblong cluster instead of
only the circle as K-Mean, while SVM usually attempts to separate to the two
equal parts, which is not suitable because the data is an imbalance. Therefore,
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GMM is the most suitable solution for detecting the meaningful hidden features
of dengue disease. To observe the efficiency of GMM, t-SNE is used to show data
points to the two dimensions area. In Figure 6.4, the left visualization illustrates
the original data and the right one shows the clusters of patients by GMM in
subspace. In the figure, the orange points represent the dengue patients and the
blue points represent the patients with no dengue. From observation, GMM seems
to be able to successfully cluster a small group of dengue patients. This means
GMM could be a good solution for finding correct dengue patients. Besides, the
experiments indicate that SVM was better than other algorithms (78.5%) with the
highest sensitivity and Logistic regression was the best option in terms of accuracy
(81.93%). Finally, the comparison between K-Means and GMM indicates that
using better hidden features make a better result in classification dengue. In
Table 6.4, both the accuracy and sensitivity of the model with hidden features
found by GMM were better than the other found by K-Means in all classification
algorithms.
The second purpose of the proposed model is to reduce data dimensions in
order to decrease computational time without affecting classification accuracy.
The experimental results indicate that the proposed model successfully reduced
the dimensions of the data. The attributes were divided into two separate clusters.
By using only important attributes which were identified by the SSC algorithm,
the accuracy of classification dengue patients was almost unaffected. This is
shown in Table 6.2, the computation on original data with all 19 attributes have
an accuracy of 80.07%, and the computation on the data using only Segment 1
is only slightly lower with an accuracy of 80.03%.
In terms of the result of dengue classification, the proposed model is effective
at finding the percentage of dengue patients. Specifically, accuracy and sensitiv-
ity are the used criteria to evaluate the performance of models where accuracy
is the difference between true value and result, while sensitivity measures the
proportion of actual positives that are correctly identified. In the first aspect,
the accuracy of disease classification algorithms usually ranges from 70% to 90%
[104], and the proposed model got 81.93% in terms of accuracy by the Logistic
regression algorithm, which can be acceptable. Comparing to doctors, this result
was lower because the doctors can utilize more attributes such as having an NS1
antigen or not, thus, patients with no dengue (False Positive) were found better
than the proposed model. Especially, with the high specificity of the NS1 test,
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doctors could detect 99.2% patients with no dengue [61]. Due to the imbalance
of the dengue dataset (1098:4028), the accuracy from doctors usually better than
machines. However, in our other test using the NS1 value as input, the proposed
model’s accuracy was 93%, which was higher than that of the doctors. The reason
why we omitted NS1 is because making this test is difficult and it needs to be
made by doctors while the purpose of proposed system is to assist patients with
making a diagnosis without the support from doctor. Besides, patients having an
NS1 antigen might not have dengue fever but another disease. Because of that,
the second aspect is the sensitivity that also considered as the criteria in dengue
examination. Based on observing Equation 6.14, we can see that the purpose
of sensitivity calculation is to increase the rate of accurate finding patients with
dengue by decreasing the number of False Negatives values in the Table 6.3. In
terms of this aspect, the best sensitivity of the proposed model (78.5%) is higher
than that of medical tests, such as NS1 and NS1 Ag strip (70.4%) [61]. As men-
tioned above, dengue fever is a serious infection, which needs to early detected
to increase the recoverability of patients. The higher sensitivity of the proposed
model supports to find more patients earlier. Consequently, the results of this
study contribute to the medical diagnosis of dengue fever.
As mentioned above, the accuracy of the proposed model is lower than the
doctors. Based on observing Equation 6.13, the accuracy is dependent not only
on the False Negatives (FN) value but also on the False positive (FP) value.
Therefore, in order to increase accuracy, we must also decrease the number of
False Positive cases in Table 6.3. With the hypothesis of making a diagnosis
for patients with no dengue based on a few symptoms, I intend to find more
hidden features which have the ability to indicate a small group of patients with
no dengue in the future. Hence, the False Positive cases are decreased and the
accuracy of the proposed model is also better.
As a result, the proposed model can help doctors make accurate diagnosis.
Besides, the simple implementation of the proposed model will solve the lack
of well-train doctors in developing countries. Therefore, dengue patients can be




In this chapter, we have proposed a model to reduce data dimensions and improve
the accuracy of classification methods. To achieve this, firstly the proposed model
uses the SSC algorithm to reduce data dimensionality. Consequently, the Random
Projection algorithm finds a new projection from subspaces, and the Gaussian
Mixture algorithm clusters data points in new areas. We then find and evaluate
hidden features based on the distribution among the points in the clusters and the
corresponding referenced independent variable. Finally, classification algorithms,
such as Logistic Regression, SVM, and Random Forest, are applied to optimize
the results.
However, the efficiency of the proposed HSC model with this dataset is not
as high as expected due to the limitations of the numerous identifications of ac-
tual patients. As mentioned in the discussion section, there is a gap in accuracy
between doctors and the proposed model, therefore, the model needs to be im-
proved for increasing accuracy. In order to do that, the proposed model requires
to optimize not only the sensitivity but also the specificity of dengue classifica-
tion. In the future, the identifications of actual patients need to be investigated
further to improve the sensitivity of the proposed model. Besides, hidden vectors
representing patients with no dengue is also required to be detected to improve






This chapter discusses the works investigated and solutions proposed in this dis-
sertation by which advantages as well as the remaining issues will be summarized.
As mentioned in this dissertation, with the serious impact of various diseases
and the huge demand for seeking health information of humans, it is essential
to have a proper solution in order to improve the quality of current health care
services. In recent years, virtual agents in medical topics have attracted large
attention from academic communities, resulting in numerous publications. These
studies mostly focus on the natural language understanding of machine and the
disease classification algorithms. However, besides the advantages, several issues
remain waiting to be solved. In this chapter, I will summarize what I have done
in this dissertation, including the core findings of each study. Next, I will discuss
them and introduce possible ways to improve the studies.
7.1 Findings of this dissertation
Chapter 4: Aiming to make a virtual agent in medical topics, the first problem
I focused on is the interface that allows human communication with machines.
Due to the different languages, it is necessary to have a method to transform
the human language into the computer understandable language. In Chapter 4,
I introduced a model to support machines for detecting human intent. By cal-
culating the semantic similarity between sentences, the machine can determine
human intent based on predefined sentences. To do this, I first explored the exist-
ing methods including 2 approaches: word embedding and sentence embedding.
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Considering both approaches, the sentence embedding-based approach was my
selection because it can cover the ordering of words. One method of sentence
embedding-based approach is SkipThought, which attracted me with the idea
of sentence embedding based on the unstructured data. Comparing with other
methods, SkipThought has the advantage of scalability due to the explosion of
data on the Internet. In order to improve the quality of sentence embedding,
I proposed a model which outperformed SkipThought thanks to the ability to
cover not only the meaning but also the context of sentences. To prove the pro-
posed model, I conducted experiments of both models in the same setting. The
experiment results showed that the proposed model was better not only for the
prediction of the next sentence but also for the calculation of semantic similarity
between sentences in specific scenario.
Chapter 5: After understanding the human intent, another important crite-
rion in information collection processing is finding the necessary symptoms based
on the identified symptom. To achieve this, the equipment of medical knowl-
edge for a virtual agent is needed. The reason is that the provided information
from patients is usually not enough for making a diagnosis. In literature, the
diseases and symptoms are controlled by a Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS) or a semantic database such as Ontology. In order to exploit
the knowledge in these database systems, a script-based method often utilized
for discovering the relationship between entities. However, the script-based ap-
proach has drawbacks due to scalability when applying into a huge database.
In that situation, the ontology-based approach provides a better way to predict
the subsequent symptoms by a method based on the calculation of weights be-
tween disease and symptoms. In this research, an automatic self-learn medical
knowledge method is introduced for the prediction of subsequent symptoms from
the previous input symptoms. Through the experiment, this method has demon-
strated that it can support machines in the criteria of symptoms suggestion.
Chapter 6: The final task in a medical examination is a message that the pa-
tient is positive or negative. A health decision support system has an extremely
important role in improving the quality of health care, not only for patients but
also for doctors. To patients, they are provided a convenient method for checking
their health. To doctors, they received the reference information, which supports
them in making a diagnosis. Especially, dengue fever is a serious infectious dis-
ease, which annually occurs in many countries. In the health decision support
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system, accuracy is one of the most important criteria because this affects the
treatment of patients. In order to improve the accuracy of disease classification,
especially dengue fever, a novel model based on finding meaningful hidden fea-
tures was introduced in this research. Similar to doctors’ examination, this model
aims to discover the relationship of a group of symptoms that could identify a
true patient. Experimental results showed that hidden features improved the
accuracy of disease classification.
From the result analysis of the whole study, essential findings in this dis-
sertation had been found based on the facts of the study. They were listed as
below.
• Attention mechanism could calculate the impact of previous sentences on
the current sentence.
• The size of the embedding vector should be 512 for representing a sentence.
• Covering context of sentence improves the quality of sentence embedding.
• Using more information from history, which often perform better and stable.
• The training of a sentence embedding-based approach usually take a long
time but the early stop can be applied.
• Weights between diseases and symptoms can support the efficiency of symp-
tom suggestion.
• Ontology-based symptom suggestion system has a good scalability.
• The difference between ontology-terms and the daily words is an important
issue, which affects the performance of predicting candidate diseases.
• Cosine similarity should be a measurement for calculating the weight be-
tween diseases and symptoms.
• Hidden features can improve the accuracy of disease classification.
• The most suitable method to find hidden features is GMM.
• Using SSC algorithm can reduce the dimensions of data without the affec-
tion of accuracy.
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• The sensitivity of the proposed model is higher than the medical test, which
allows finding more patients.
7.2 Discussion and limitations
In the dissertation, I proposed a medical agent works on the English. However,
the proposals were designed to work with the unstructured dataset, therefore,
implementations of medical agents with other languages such as French or Viet-
namese are not too difficult; we only need to pay the attention to the preprocess-
ing for differences between corpus languages. For example, in order to make a
pre-trained model for calculating semantic similarity between sentences, we have
to prepare the corpus with vocabularies. While English utilizes only a word,
Vietnamese sometimes requires two words to describe the meaning. Therefore,
we need to concentrate words into a new word in the vocabulary before making a
pre-trained model. The medical agent is important for developing countries where
there is a shortage of doctors and the overloading in the hospitals. With their
outstanding advantages, the medical agents will assist in increasing the quality of
healthcare services for humans. Especially, the dengue disease is a serious infec-
tion, which usually occurs in tropical countries annually and affects significantly
to the human-life. As a result, the dissertation concentrated on the medical agent
for dengue decision support.
This dissertation aimed to address many problems that can be solved by each
system. The problem of the data collection, which was the core problem, could
be addressed by my main system. The critical point needed to be discussed
here was how the whole system can be automated to collect the symptoms from
patients. The main idea of this research was to propose methods intent detection
by calculating the semantic similarity between sentences as well as utilize ontology
for symptoms suggestion. The model following the sentence embedding-based
approach was introduced for supporting machines to learn the distribution of
representation sentences. Besides, a mechanism of symptoms suggestion was also
introduced for collecting the necessary symptoms which unprovided by patients.
Unfortunately, the limitation on training data and computational cost caused
the suboptimal results of implementation. Specifically, the used training data
includes only the 13118 daily conversations, which is smaller than an unstructured
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used data by SkipThought with around 74 million sentences. Furthermore, a lack
of medical knowledge was an obstacle in discovering the relationship between
entities in medical topics. The experiment results was received specifically for
dengue fever; future works need to verify other diseases as well.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes the dissertation and figured out directions for future work
8.1 Conclusion
As analyzed in the Chapter 1, the symptoms collection processing and the disease
classification processing must be performed by a virtual agent in the medical
topic. This has become the motivation for numerous contemporary studies for
years. In this research, an improvement in the quality of health care service has
been achieved by solving three major issues associated with conversation-based
data collection and modeling of diseases. The conclusions of this dissertation are
summarized as follows:
Chapter 4 focuses on proposing a model to support machines to learn the
distribution of sentences representation for communication with humans. In this
chapter, the impact of previous sentences to the current sentence was clarified.
Through a calculation of semantic similarity between input and pre-defined sen-
tences, the intent from input of humans could be identified. To prove the efficiency
of the proposal model, an experiment of calculation relatedness sentences with the
previous model and the proposed model is presented. The experimental result
demonstrated that a context-based sentence embedding approach can improve
the accuracy in computation semantic similarity between sentences.
Chapter 5 aimed at proposing a collaborative approach using an ontology
and a neural network to suggest the necessary symptoms in medical examina-
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tion. More concretely, an approach to construct a corpus of medical knowledge is
introduced. Furthermore, the relations of entities in this corpus were performed
by this model for continuous data. The evaluation results demonstrate that this
approach can predict a subsequent symptom based on the input symptom with
a percentage of accuracy is favorable. Besides, with the advantage of scalability,
it is easy to expand the model on other huge datasets.
Chapter 6 focused on proposing a model to improve the accuracy of clas-
sification algorithm in disease dataset. Basically, a disease classification is the
process of analyzing the probability of attributes in the dataset. However, the
real-life data usually includes noise, and the redundant attribute, which causes
a decrease of accuracy in classification algorithms. Therefore, in this chapter, a
subspaces-approach is proposed for finding the hidden attributes and removing
the redundant attributes. This approach initially starts with preprocessing the
data, then move to a reduction of redundant attributes, and finally improve the
accuracy of classification by finding meaningful attributes in the projections of
data. As the result, by applying the proposed approach, the accuracy of disease
classification is increased, while the computation cost is reduced.
In summary, I have proposed a framework in this dissertation with three
methods to realize a virtual medical agent that supports patients to make a
diagnosis of dengue fever. The virtual medical agent support patients to make a
diagnosis throughout the Internet. Therefore, the problem of lacking well-trained
doctors and the overload of service providers was solved. Hence, human health
has cared better.
8.2 Future Work
Throughout this study, the author continues to develop a virtual agent for disease
decision support. Although the proposals have solved several issues of a virtual
agent in the medical topic, the performance of each issue needs to be clarified
and improved. Some recommendations will be briefly presented as follows:




2. A public evaluation on the Internet is required for getting feedbacks from
users in order to evaluate the performance of disease decision support of
virtual agents.
3. More importantly, the interface of communication between humans and
machines is a criterion for the evaluation of the intelligence of a virtual
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